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PBEFA.CE 
In the face ot increasing enrollments and insufficient 
tructor-power, several institutions of higher learning have 
of closed-circuit television in the college 
university classroom.1 However, problems have arisen both 
a mechanical and psychological nature. While many of the 
tormer are rapidly being overcome, there appears to be less 
gress 1n the psychological field--particularly in the area 
instructor and student acceptance. 
Researchers have round that people's attitudes can great-
ly influence the effectiveness of a proposed change. 2 Studies 
have show.n, too, that groups with attitudes which are incon-
sistant with the formal procedures and goals of an organiza-
tion can manipulate its activity to coincide more closely with 
their vie~oint. 3 Administrators and managers have become a-
ware, especiallY in this era of spreading automation, that 
attitudes of people play a major role in the acceptance of 
change. 
The acceptance by faculty members of instructional clos 
cireuit television in institutions where it may be used is 
considered by some authorities to be a problem in education 
1. These will be discussed in Chapter V. 
2. See, for example, F.J. Roethlisberger and W.J. Dickson, 
Management and ~Worker, (Cambridge, 1939). 
3. Studies of informal organization have demonstrated this. 
See Henry Kraus, "Incipient Organization," and Charles H. Pa 
"Informal Behavior in the Naval Bureaucracy," in Hmn§5 'ela-
tions in Administration, ed., R. Dubin, (New.York, 19 1 • 
- day. It is the purpose or this study to investigate the accep-t~ 
ance ot this medium in the classroom among a sample ot college 
instructors and to see it several pre-determined factors 
appear to be related to acceptance. 
!he problem or increased enrollments and relative de-
crease in instructor-power will be discussed first. This will 
be followed by a review ot investigations and experiments in 
the use ot television in education.- Finally, a study concern-
ing the acceptance ot closed-circuit television instruction 
among a sample or New England college and university instruct-
ors ~11 be reported. 
2 
CHAPTER I 
The Outlook tor Colleges and Universities 
Impetus tor higher education. More young people today 
than ever before are passing through the portals of higher ed-
ucation. Statistics indicate that one will be able to make 
this same statement"without much tear or contradiction tor at 
least the next thirteen years.l What are some of the factors 
responsible for this surge tor education beyond the high 
school level? 
c.c. F1ernas, Chancellor of the University of Buffalo, 
notes that this upward trend in enrollments, with no sign of 
reversal in sight, is "simply because higher education has 
changed from being a luxury to a national and individual ne-
cessity for a substantial portion of the populat1on.•2 Other 
". 
factors that have been named as contr-tbutors to this situation 
are "the unparalleled economic prosperity of po~t war America, 
-the rise in family incomes, the increasing de!lland for college• 
trained people in business, government and the professions, 
and the growing tendency for a college educat.ion to be equated 
with higher earning power.•3 To these suggested influences on 
. 
college enrollments might be added: the relatively low cost of 
education in comparison to its dividends, the desire for the 
1. see below, pp. 5'-6. 
2, ·~re College· Presidents· Discuss the Rising Tide," 
Educational Record, . VI (195'5'), 267 •. 
3. Teacheriufor Tomorrow, The Fund for the AdTanceme!lt of 
Education, · lletin Number Two, (New York, 195'5'). 
3 
prestige of a degree, and the factor of population growth whicl 
makes more people available for higher.~u.cation. 
Few would argue that the tremendow.s growth of interest in 
higher education benefits individual students~ alone. Undoubt-
edly individuals do benefit from advanced education, but this 
extends more broadly and benefits society as well. Benjamin 
Franklin suggested this when he said: "The good education of 
youth has been esteemed by wise men in all ages as the surest 
foundation of the happiness both of private families and of 
Commonwealths." Timashef'f has stated it another way: "Higher 
education contributes to the survival and quantitative expan-
sion of the culture of a society." It does this, he adds, 
••• by continuously supplying new and ade-
quately trained human material to the active 
centers of the particular fields of' culture. 
It trains the experts on whose existance and 
performance th~ maintenance of the individual 
fields depend.lf-
In a special study conducted by Pennsylvania State Univ-
ersity, this dich~~e advantage of higher education, i.e., 
for personal and societal benefit, is further underscored: 
The educational requirements of a democratic 
society as well as the needs for increased 
amounts and quality of knowledge, skills and 
general culture necessitate for the people 
expanding opportunities for study beyond the 
public school J,.evels, in colleges, univers~ties, 
professional schools and during adulthood./ 
4. N.S. Timasheff, "Higher Education for What?" Jourpal or 
Educational Sociology-, XXIX (195'5} 77. 
5'. C.R. Carpenter and L.P. G.r#enhill, ~ Inve§tigl~ 2t 
Closed-Circuit Television·f21:. Teaching University C9i£selt 
(University Park, Penna., 1955) 1. 
----- --=-=--=-====-=-=-=-=-=== 
• 
The enrollments ahead. With these incentives and bene-
fits of higher education to individuals and society in mind, 
another aspect of the si tua.tion must be considered: the number 
of persons affected by these stimuli. There are varying esti-
mates concerning fUture enrollments in our colleges and univ-
e.rsi ties. 6 During the academic year 195'5-56 the figure was 
about 2.8 million. u.s. News and World Report has estimated a 
fifty per cent increase in number of students during the next 
ten years.7 That would mean that by 1965 our student populatio 
would number approximately 4.4 million--equivalent to the en-
tire population of Denmark. 
Commager is less conservative about the outlook for the 
next ten years. writing in~~ York Times.Magazine he 
says: " ••• we may confidently anticipate an increase from 
2,ooo,ooo to 4,ooo,ooo students in the next ten years, and 
perhaps to 6,ooo,ooo in the next twenty,u8 The various esti-
mates of change between the 195'5-56 academic year and what is 
6. The estimates appear to be based on two different formuli. 
~ takes into consideration population growth alone, while 
tbe other is based on population growth and an increase in the 
ratio of college students to persons in the eighteen to twenty 
one year old age bracket. This proportion has increased from 
four per eent in 1900 to ·29.5 per cent in 1954. See Teachers, 
p. 11. U,S. News claims the percentage is now tpirty-four. 
See ttWhen the Real Crush Hits Colleges," Sept. 23, 1955, p. 34 
See Appendix A for a graphic view of the enrollment rise. 
7. ttDoes It Pay to be a Teacher?" u.s, News ~WOrld Report, 
Nov. 25, 1955, p. 98. 
8. Henry steele Commager, "The Problem Isn't Bricks--It's 
Brains," New York Times Magazine, Jan. 29, -195'6, p. 11. 
·~ expected in the 1965-71 period range from thirty-three to one-
hundred per cent increase. The college enrollment in New 
York, ~or example, is similar to other states; it is expected 
to double within fifteen years.9 
• 
~. ~ predicts the enrollment increase will come in 
this manner: 
Each yea~ ~or the next thirteen years the 
number o~ youths seeking a place in college 
Will be larger 'than the year be~ore. The 
rise in college population between now and 
1960, however, will be gradual, averaging 
about 100,000 each year. After 1960, the 
rise in college students will accelerate. 
In 1965, the ~irst of the post war baby 
crop will "hit colleges like a tidal wave.• 
By 1968, total enrollment will soar above .. 
4.6 million. The increase of 1.6 million 
students1 in the eight years ~rom 1960 to 1968 will excead the total college enroll-
ment o~ 1940.1 
Instructor-power. The expansion of enrollments appears, 
on one hand, highly desirable; yet, on the other hand, rather 
severe obstacles to this trend toward more education tor more 
people have developed and are continuing to develop. Commager 
comments that while almost all discussions of the tttture of 
higher education have focused on material problems, 
Far and away the most serious problem ••• 
is one that has received curiously little 
attention. It is the intellectual problem, 
the problem not of books or bricks but o~ 
brains ••• Where are we going to find the 
brains and skills that will be required to 
serve the needs of ~our to five million 
9. Benjamin Fine, "Education in Review," The ~York Times, 
May 6, 1956. " 
• 10. ••When the Real Crush Hits Colleges," p.34. 
6 
( 
mature students? First rate'?belleges and 
universities try to maintain a proportion 
or one instructor tor ..._ch ten students; 
if this is to continue we will need in the 
next decade or so, between tour and five 
thousand scholars competent to teach at the· 
university level ••• th•t there are half a 
million first class minds capable of teach-
ing at the university level is doubtless 
true, but that the universities will be in 
a position to command ··their services is 
wildly improbable.ll . 
An incident at Pennsylvania State University perhaps is 
indicative of w.bat the future ·may hold. After registration 
one term, it was round that a course in the Psychology of 
Marriage had an extremely heavy enrollment. The professor in 
charge requested that the class be divided and that sections 
be assigned to another teacher. None was available. This is 
,. 
the type of problem that is said may become frequent as enroll 
ments increase.12 
The Fund for the Advancement of Education sponsored re-
search on the subject of college teachers in 1955. In its 
reportl3 the organization arrived at a conclusion similar to 
Commager's: the problem or securing a sutficient number of 
readily able teachers overshadows the need for buildings and 
money. The report says: 
Growth is nothing new in American educa-
tion ••• What is new in the present situation· 
is a sharply accelerated rate of growth in 
11. Commager, p. 11. 
12. Carpenter and Greenhill, p. 13. The classes were subse-
quently taught by closed-circuit telev~sion. 
13. Teachers ~ Tomorrow. 
'l 
8 
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enrollments coupled with a severe shortage 
ot well-quali~ied teachers--a combination 
which threatens to cause ~-prog:ressive dete-
rioration or quality at all level$ or educa-
tion over the next two decades. l~ 
How maiJ7 college level instructors will be needed to mee 
what has been termed the "tidal wave" of students? Again, as 
before in the estimate ot enrollments, the statistics vary, 
but the general picture remains clear. In order to maintain 
the current student-instructor ratio, which is approximately 
thirteen students for every instructor,l5 our eelleges and 
universities will have to add more teachers in the next fit-
teen years than in all previous history comb1ned.l6 For 
every ten now employed, the Fund asserts, somewhere between 
sixteen and twenty-ti ve new ones must 'be round between now 
and 1970. In 1970, we will need a tQ't.4lJ. of between 377 thou-
sand and 495 thousand instructors.l7 or course, these statis 
ties indicate quantity needs, vi thout regard tor degree sta-
tus or quality of instructors. i'he Fund 1 s report also sees 
the possibility of the proportion of all college teachers 
with a Ph. D. degree declining to near the twenty per cent 
14. Teachers t2£ Tomorrow, p. 7 
15. ibid., p. 19 
16. ibid.,, p. 19 
17. See Appendix A tor a year by year estimate by Fund otti 
ials or the instructor requirements through 1970 according· · 
to both methods of estimating future enrollments. (See also 
footnote siX in this chapter.) Between 1956 and 2970, · 
337,000 to 484,000 new teachers· will be needed to compensate· 
for additional ·enrollment and tour per ce&t replacement. 
See Teachers ~ Tomorrow, p. 55. 
level by 1970. This would represent a major retreat from the 
tpre-World War II ratio of Ph. D. instructors to total number o:f 
instructors, which was approximately sixty per cent.18 The 
conclusion is reached that: 
Our colleges will find it impossible in 
the course of the next fifteen years to hire 
new teachers of the same quality and ·educa-
tional preparation as their present faculty 
in great enough numbers to maintain present 
student-teacher ratios. · This means that the 
typical college students in 196~ or 1970 will 
most certainly encounter fewer Teally able 
teachers than today' s student.l9 :, 
Although the critical years are yet ahead, there is evid-
ence that shortages are already occurring. One college place-
ment service reports that in 1955, 2,16~ college teaching 
positions were reported, an increase of forty-three per cent 
~ above the previous year. 20 A study group at Pennsylvania 
State University reflects the general viewpoint of many edu-
cators: "It seems highly probable that colleges and univer-
sities will not be able to build their faculties adequately to 
meet the expected increased enrollment of 1958-60 and for-
ward.n21 
18. If every recipient of the Ph. D. degree during the next 
fifteen years went into college teaching, this ."Would represent 
but roughly thirty-five per cent of the instructors needed. 
Furthermore, it would be unrealistic to suggest that all would 
enter education. See A:ppendi:x:A for the employme!lt dist~ibu­
tion of 1931-194-0 degree holders as of Sept. 194-0 and the ex.,-
pected Ph. D. recipients year by year through 19?0. 
19. Teachers for Tomorrow, p. 25 
20. "Jobs for Graduates--Plentiful, Pay Rising," u.s. New§ 
and World Report, March 9, 1956, p. 98 . 
• 21. Carpenter and Greenhill, p. 3. 
9 
• From· the above d1seussi.6b several :facts seem apparent: 
1. Higher education benefits. our society·and culture 
and individuals within our society; hence, an·increased enroll 
ment in colleges and universities is desirable. 
' ' ' '' ' ., . i 
,. · •• : 2. More than thirty per cent of colleg~,..age young 
~.•iare seeking education beyond the sec.ondary level and. 
t~end appears to be toward an even greater Pl.'OPOrtion. 
, .... 1ned with the increases in populatio~., this means a sky-
r~keting of college and university population in the next 
tnnty years. 
J. Perhaps one of the most crucial obstac1es to ~ore 
educatiQn :for more people is the present and pending shortJ&ge, 
both numerically ~nd qualitatively, of instructor~power. 
Some sugge§ted JPproaches to the problem. . :tn gene·ral, 
there seem to be two ways of meeting the "tidf!&l wave." Some 
\ "' ·. 
institutions feel the.y can benefit education best bt. not ex-
. ,. . ' } ~. ' 
panding enrollments appreciably. President Griswold of Yale 
University believes that "Every American college and univer- · 
sity bears an obligation to do all it can to meet the increas-
ed demand tor higher education in the United States." However 
he opposes ~uantitative expansion.22 
Bussell D. Cole, President of Cornell College, :finds 
his institution in this predicuent: "On the one hand, we at 
Cornell want to remain a small college. On the oth~r hand, w~ ,, 
want to assume our share o:t the responsibility :for the increa& 
ed load. 'Which will be pl~ced on higher education.•23 
-
Another approach, rtoa·, . :1.s befilg taken by other institu~ 
tions. Rather than limit, they are expanding enrollments and 
are attamtting to spread the in~luence o~ their instructors 
' . ., . . 
----------~--~---22. ~ore College Presidents Discuss the Rising Tide," p.280. 
23. Ibid. p. 266. 
10 
over more students. Harold F. Clark, Economic Analyst at Col-
umbia University's Teachers College, has emphasized this latte 
approach: 
Some ways will have to be found to use 
t,eachers more efficiently than they are now 
being used. This means on the average that 
teachers will probably have to handle more 
students. The only alternative seems to be 
a great increase in the number of' teachers. 
No such incre~se is available without lower-
ing quality.2 
Speaking about the teaching profession in general, James 
E. Allen, Jr., New York State Commissioner of' Education, com-
1mented in this same theme: 
Almost every other prof'ession has developed 
methods and practices which permit the suc-
cessfUl practitioner to be·of wider service. 
By employing assistants and utilizing modern 
labor saving devices and professional aids, 
members of other professions have been able 
to extend the sphere of' their services and 
inf'luence and improve the quality of' th~ir 
work. In the teaching profession, generally 
speaking, the opposite has been true. We 
have tended to limit rather than extend the 
services of good teachers. Faced with a 
shortage of' qualified personnel, we can no 
longer afford this limitation.· Rather we 
must devote our attention to devising ways 
of extending the talents of the good teachers 
we already have ••• The situation makes it 
imperative that we think in terms of maximum 
efficiency in the use of a~limited number of 
teachers available to us.2~ 
Several alternatives designed to increase the scope and 
efficiency of the better instructors in the face of' increasing 
enrollments and relatively static instructor-power have been 
proposed. These include: 
2lt. Teachers ~ Tomorrow,:. p. 38. 
=~2~ Jb~~~~-:P~---·~9· 
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•• 
1. Greater use of graduate assistants. 
2 Greater use of instructors of less-than-desirable 
calibre.26• 
3. Fewer lectures and "psraphenalia" such as tests, 
attendance taking, grades~ etc.,.with more responsibility and 
independent study for students. 
lt-. Greater use of' large auditoria for lectures. 
5. Greater use of audio-visual a~ds and television. 
The newest of these possible aids appears to be the use o· 
television--more specifically, closed-circuit tel~ision--in 
instruction. Siepmann has observed the educational potfntial 
of the medium. He has stated: 
••• let me assert that I believe that educational 
theory is probably sound when it claims that edu-
cation or instruction is best when you have inti-
mate, two-way e~unication between a brilliant 
teacher and a responsive and intelligent student. 
But, if' we are realists, we lmow that such eon-
dit1ons are as rare in practice as in theory, 
however much we would wiSh them to arise fre-
quently. The number of' outstanding and gifted 
teachers are few. Necessity alone drives us to 
the conveyor-belt operation of "sections." 
Television relieves us of the necessity •. Tele-
vision makes possible the conservation of' skill 
by the opportunity it of'f'-ers one man w1 th a high 
degree of skill to disseminate that skill which 
at present, as bounded by a classroom, cannot be 
done ••• It is one of the many assets that tele-
vision has to off'er.2? 
26. Naturally, it would be best to increase the number of' 
good teachers rather than have to extend the influence of the-
present number. A report from the National Education Assoc-
iation and the American Association of School Administrators 
recommends doing this by using some retired 'instructors and 
encouraging more women and minority group memberos toward 
college teaching. See "Colleges Are Urged to Double Capacity," 
.'!'!!!. ~ York Times, July 1, 1956. 
2?. Charles S1eP.:~ann, "Educational Television 1n the United 
States,"· SYmposium on Television Trainin~ ~ Tr§.ining Re-
search, (Port Washington, t.t., N.Y:, !9 2~p. 16. ---
12 
Knowles has indicated that visual aids might be usefUl in 
pressuresfor more instructor-power. He says: 
It is reasonable to expect that in the fUture 
effective teaching may be done with a higher 
student-teacher ratio than is now considered 
essential in some institutions. This w.l.ll re-
sult from the recognition of the fact that 
many impersonal explanations may be given more 
effectively by use or audio-visual aids and 
other new techniques of communication than by 
lectures and demonstrations by the individual 
faculty member himselt.2tl 
Pennsylvania State University is one of th.. several insti-
tutions where classroom television has been getting an exten-
sive investigation. A report from the school says: 
It seemed possible last year (1974), and the 
possibilities are now increased, that closed-
circuit or instructio~al television may be 
appropriately employed as one means or part-
ially solving problems of the anticipated 
large increases of student enrollment and 
shortages of faculty competencies by making 
it possible tor available instructional man-
power to present courses to large numbers of 
students.29. 
Because of such observations on the potentialities or 
television in the enrollment situation by competent authori-
ties, and because it is one of the newest approaches, the re-
mainder of this paper will be devoted to its further explora-
tion.30' 
28. Asa s. Knowles, "How Can Colleges Meet the Imjpending 
Teacher Shortage," Educational Record, XXXVI (19,5J, 132 • 
. 
29. ·carpenter and Greenhill, p. 8 
30. This should not be construed to mean that this method 
is considered by the author to be the best approaCh; but 
that this alternative warrants investigation. 
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CHAPTER II. 
Television in Education 
TYpes of television in education.1 There are t-wo general 
ways in whiCh television has been used in education. Neither 
method p:t>etends that television is the teacher. _For, as Kelly 
has expressed it, "T.he electronic gadgetry that makes up tele-
vision is not a teaching machine. It may become the arm of 
teaching but not the brain.n2 
-The :first of these ways consists of broadcasting courses 
through the :facilities of regular commercial or educational 
broadcast tel·evision stations. These may be received by all 
those persons with sets within the range of the telecasting 
station. The "reward" for taking such courses varies trom 
situation to situation. In some instances fUll college credit 
is offered; in others certificates are awarded; while in. still 
others no formal acknowledgement of course completion is -ad~. 
' .·" 
. ' 
The second way of using television in education is in. the 
application of closed-circuit systems. This method restricts 
the audience to those having access to the predetermined re-
ceiving sets w1 thin the system. - _Instead of transmitting the 
picture and sound freely into the air, the audio and video are 
distributed by microwave and/or cab:Ee systems. This usage is 
the one of concern in this paper although results of studies 
in broadcast courses will be added to closed-circuit results. 
1. "Education" shall refer to regular academic courses rather 
than.general "educational" programs broadcast by stations. 
2. George A. ·Keliy, "~elevision and tha Teacher,• The .Ameri-
can PsYchologist, X (195'5), 591 ' 
llr 
APplications of television to education. Agencies of the 
Department of Defense and civilian educational institutions a~ 
~ike have been active in the exploration of the uses and effec~ 
iveness of television for teaching purposes. Some of the 
applications of the medium were discussed and demonstrated in 
a symposium at the Navy's Special Devices Center attended by 
military and civilian personnel, including psychologists, 
educators and television specialists.3 Among the capabilities 
exhibited were:4 
1. The ability to bring the student close to the subject 
matter through the use of closeups; 
2. The ability to "spread out" components of demonstra-
tion units where few such items are. available because of 
cost or general shortage; 
3. The ability to incorporate latest techniques easily 
and quickly into a presentation; 
4. The ability to take advantage of the better instruct-
or by "spreading" him out over more people than would be 
feasible in an in~person situation. 
Mcintyre and Greenhill, in their list of po·tential uses 
of television for classroom instruction, include the present-
ation of experiments through the medium. They write: 
Experiments in psychology are frequently 
described but not performed because it is 
impractical or impossible to bring the lab-
oratory equipment into the classroom, and \1-abSJ 
are not set up to accommodate more than a 
few students. These experiments or ·demon-
strations could be performed in the labor-
3. SYmposium QS. Television Training ir:!!£_Television Research 10 
4. E.G. Sherburne, Jr., 0 Television at the Special Devices 
Center," §ymposium on Television Training and Television 
Research, pp. 35-36:-
_____ _:n__ ______ --
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atory and televised to the classes in other 
buildings ••• Selected cl11'1ical intervieWs 
could be televised so that students could 
wateh ~d discuss the teehniquea of an ex-
perienced therapist ·or another student and; ~ 
ot course, observe the behavior of the client • ..~ 
In their discussion or presenting lectures through tele-
vision, Mcintyre and Gretmhill suggest tour ways 1n which thes 
micht be offered, other than direct, one-way, non-participatin 
tele~s1o~ lectures. !hese 1nclude:6 
1. L~eture plus recitation, where one instructor J.ec~._ ....... 
on t9levis1on to multiple classes tor "n" hours per week, with 
a ~srooa instructor·condueting individual classroomsessions 
1D ~t_ever way seems best to satisfY the stu4eqt needs. 
. 2. Lecture plus discussion panel, where one 1nstructo1't 
lectures tor "n" hours per week with a rotating panel or stu-
dents discussing particular questions raised from the present-
ation. i'his latter part would also be televised • 
. 3. Lectures in an auditorium with television receivers 
placed advantageously among the students. !his would be prim-
arily tor demonstrations of material and equipment. 
4. Retation of students from the television originatillg 
rqom to the television receiving room, allowing all stud$nts 
to participate some or the ttme, i.e., while the,y are in the 
originating room. 
~ '. 
>t 
5'. Cha:rles · J. Mcintyre and Leslie P. Greenhill "The RoltJa~ 
Closed-Circuit Television· in University ·Residen~ Instruct . ··'·, l* 
!he Amenc.n fs'lchologist, :¥: (195;), 5'99·. That these ·uses\·~:.-, 
appl!Cabieto other typ·es of courses should be ~ppar~t. __ , 
Paul'u de scriMs -'one application or television by. the ·meAA~ 
profession: "!be camera was suspended above ·the '·'Opel'at:tng· 
table ••• and the visibility was excellent. The camera could be 
tocusecl .pointed and directed from the control room ·which was. 
adjaeen! to the·operating.theater ••• I could get the approxi-
mate view that is had by a medical s.tudent it he gets on·the' 
little catwalk which surrounds m.all1'.operat1ng theaterse- 11 1' See-
Burton Paulu.! "~rvey o~.· D.eve.lopments .in Education," - ..-.. 
p. 72. !he :Browning movement and other demonstrations- J;.D.. · 
physics are being Shown students through television ·at Cornell 
University. See Sherburne, p.· 31. 
' e 6. Mcintyre and Greenhill, p. 5'98 . 
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I Another technique that has been attempted involves the 
use of microphones in the receiving roams to allow viewing 
students to question the instructor presenting the televised 
course.7 
SummarY of chapter. Television for direct teaching of 
courses and tor training information has been used in two gen-
eral ways: 
1. The telecasting of. instruction over regular broadcast 
television stations; 
2. The presentation of courses through closed-circuit 
television systems. 
Television has been applied in several ways to teaching, 
·which include using the medium to transmit: 
1. Lectures, wi. th variations of techniques; 
2. Demonstrations, experiments and eloseups of equip-
ment. 
7. See below, p. 29 for a description of this system at the 
State University of Iowa. 
CB.lPi'ER III. 
Television Courses 
Scope ot spb3ects •. More than twent;y dif'f'erent college-
level subjects have been taught through the television medium. 
Some have been telecourses! while a number haYe been taught 
in the classroom--resident instruction--through closed-circuit 
systems. Among the courses that have been presented through 
either or both methods are: 
Education 
Guidance 
Ps;ychology · 
Philosophy 
Religion 
Literature 
Economies 
ColiDDeree 
Government 
History 
Speech 
Languages 
.Art Jpp;reeiation 
Music·AJ)preciation 
Natural Science 
Biolog 
Phy'sies 
Chemistry 
Medical courses 
.Geography' 
In addition to these college courses, others, including 
home-making, s~ng, first aid, and vari~u• militar;y subjects 
of' both a technical and non-technical content, have been pre-
sented. 
As of' May 19~5, f'if'ty-f'ive colleges and universities were 
know.n to be offering courses for credit through the facilities 
of' regular television stations. !hese schools were of'f'ering 
a total of approximately 186 college-level courses tor aca-
demic credit. 2 
1. Telecourses are courses offered through television sta4 
tions. 
2. Letter from the Amer~ean · Council on Education. The number 
CJf elosed-circuit courses is somewhat less and will be dis-
Clifnsed aere tully in the next ·:two chapters. (See I.R. Merrill, 
lLtL. It Credit Course !)lrol,J.l!e!l\7 (~Sat Lansing, 1955). 
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E!A!sation or effectiveness. Much of the evaluation of 
the effectiveness of courses offered through the facilities 
of television stations has been in terms of total telecourse 
enrollment and listenership. In some instances, evaluations 
based on attained marks have been made. 
Evaluation of closed-circuit television courses and mea-
surement of student achievement in these courses appears to 
have been more systematic, perhaps because more control: has 
been possible in these situations. In addition to cons1derin 
marks attained, several studies have taken into account the 
level of information before and after exposure to the lessons 
and the amount of material retained. (It should be noted that 
proponents and opponents of television in education suggest 
that statistics do not always give a complete picture of tele-
vision's effectiveness.) 
Some of the uses, evaluations and results of television 
in teaching situations will be discussed in the following 
two chapters. 
===----- ----
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CHAPTER IV 
Case Studies of Television tn Education-~Military Training 
Spec~al Device1 Center, u.s. N§!l~ The Special Devices 
Center at Port Washington, Long Island, has contributed severcU 
studies to the investigation of clo~-circuit television. In 
one study, eight one-hour lessons concerning the operation of 
an infantry division were gi~ to three thousand reservists 
in groups of 160 over a period of eight weeks. The groups, 
composed of officers and enlisted men ranging from colonel to 
private, were tested before each lesson, again immediate~ 
after, and again three to six weeks later. According to one 
report! "All grades of officers and men made significant le~ 
gains after receiving televised instruction. Tests on reten-
tion showed that both officers and enlisted men retained a 
~~stantial amount of material over a period of from three to 
six weeks.". 
In another study by the same organization, three groups, 
each composed of one hundred Naval air reservists, were given 
two series of eight lessons each. One group received in-per-
son instruction, another got the same material televised, and 
the third group was taught by means of television kinescopes. 
To its own question: "Do men taught by television learn as 
. 
much as men taught by conventional classroom instruction?"--
-
the Center reports that eighty per cent of its comparisons 
show television instruction to be as good or better than local 
1. Carpenter and Greenhill, p. 71. See also Clifford Seitz, 
~SUmmary of Military Television Research," SYplposium, pp. 137-
145. 
. . 
e instructors. In comparing the kinescope recordings with the 
television pr~sentation, the organization says that e1~~, 
per cent of the comparisons show the recordings to be as good 
as the direct television instruction.2 
Seitz of the Center's Human Engineering Division con-
cludes: 
As a result of these studies3 and experience, 
it is our firm convictiOn that training· can· 
be successfully undertaken through the medium 
of TV ••• We have done what· might be called the 
preliminary research which indicates, fairly 
clearly that qne can teach effectivelY by 
television. It 
u.s. Naval Ac§demz. In another study conducted at the 
United States Naval Academy at Annapolis, two classes of stu-
- dents were divided so that half would receive ~onventional 
classroom instruction while the second would receive its les-
sons via television. For the second lesson the groups were 
switched. fhe instructors 1n each situation were briefed b~ 
forehand in an effort to make the course uniform for both 
groups, thereby reducing the possible differences. These men 
were given prognostic tests before the instrUction, a fifteen 
minute achievement test immediately after and an achievement 
test about six weeks after the evaluation program. 
2. Seitz, pp. 137-149 •. 
3. In his text h• refers to studies in addition to the two · 
reported 1n this immediate section. Some ot these will be 
discussed below. 
e 4. Seitz, p. 138. Italics in original text. 
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!be Academy's report notes that: 
The final advantage, :n terms of attained 
learning as demonstra ed by scores on the 
retention test, was il~ favor of the groups 
taught by television .n both cases; ••• this 
in spite of the f'aet ~~hat the prognostic 
tests showed both non· TV groups to be. better 
prepared at the outse" of the tests than the 
groups scheduled to r~ceive TV instruction.5 
The report suggested that ~ven better results might be ob-
tained after more experience wi~h the techniques of television 
teachi~ bad been acquired. It was fUrther noted that tele-
!Vision was not to be regarded. a~ a substitute, but another aid 
or tool with Which the instructc)r can present lessons more 
effectively. In addition, it s~id, there were other advantages 
'-
to television instruction which could not be accounted for in 
quantitative terms.6 
"'-..- I 
Human Resources Research QPfice. Another organization 
which has been active 1n television research for training is 
the Human Resources Research OfPice (HUMMRO) of George Wash-
ington University. In its stud~ at Camp Gorden, Georgia, it 
compared in-person instruction ~ffectiveness with televised 
instruction effectiveness. Two companies of men, approximately 
two hundred in each company, we~e divided in half and matched 
5. The difference was small, b~ing of the order of two per 
cent computed on the basis of' a maximum attainable score. · 
See Evaluation 2! ~·~Naval Academy Educationa1 Tele-vision~~ Teaching~' (Annapolis, 1954), p. 14. 
6. ~~id. p. 2. Television as an instructional aid has been 
used at the Academy since 1953-74. 
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e according to Army intelligence test scores. HSlf' of' the group 
received fourteen hours of' basic training instruction directly 
f'rom the instructor in a large lecture hall. The other half' 
was divided into nine sections which received the same lessons 
televised. Two instructors were alternated between the lecture 
hall 1!Bd the television assignments to reduce the influence of' 
dif'~erences attributable to instructors. At least three con-
clusions were drawn f'rom the results:? 
~-
1. Televised instruction by the method used was at least 
as effective as regular instruction. 
2. Television instruction was more effective for lower 
aptitude groups. 
3. Televised instruction was remembered at least as well 
as regular instruction. 
Another study by the same or g~_iza·tion involved three 
thousand men over a period of three months. Matched groups 
were given in-person and televised lessons in electronics. 
Instead of giving each test group the same presentation as 
had been done in previous experimental situations, the tele-
1{ 
vision instruction utilized special t~hnique.s.::.sueh as closeup 
pictures \mich were appropriately inserted in the video port:ial 
of the lesson. It has been reported that the teaching was ·· 
either improved or was the same as the regular instruction.S 
Other ArmY studies. The Signal School at Fort Monmouth, 
New Jersey, conducted another study from Which it concluded 
7. Carpenter and Greenhill, p. 72 
B. See App~ndix C for source. 
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• 
• 
that television instruction waf just as effective as regul~ 
instruction. The School used Ire-tests, post-tests, question-
~es, observations and discusfion in evaluating the programs. 
Sub-courses or a technical nat~re, radio and radar primarily, 
were presented in the conventicnal manner and by television. 
Although the actual test resulis were in favor of televised 
instruction, it was thought by the investigators that this 
difference might be the tuncticn of differing instructors• 
~ 
capab1lities.9 
One hundred-twenty-eight 1 OTC students at the University 
of Houston were the subjects fer another television and con-
ventional type teaching compar: son. The subjects were divid-
ed into two groups. "Accordin1 to M. Robert Allen of the 
. Quartermaster Command of Fort ~ee, Virginia, there was no 
statistical difference between the amount of learning absorbed 
by the two sections.nlO 
-
- -
At Fort Sloe~, N.Y., the Army Chaplain SChool experi-
mented with a single instructo~ teaching two groups--one 
receiving televised instructioa and the other in-person in-
struction--simultaneously. Th~ trial resulted in no notice-
able difference in amount of information retained by the 
student groups •11 
9. Carpenter and Greenhill, p. 71. 
10. W.K. Cummings..t This !§.. EdUcational 
.Arbor, 195lf.) p. 11~ 
11. ibid. p. 83 
Television, (Ann 
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Another extensive research program is being carried out 
at the Signal Schools (Camp Gordon, Georgia and Fort Monmouth, 
New Jersey) to evaluate the effects of intensive use of the 
medium for teaching. Trainee,s ~re being exposed to thirty-
eight hours of continual television instruction spread over 
five days in an electronics subject.l2 
u.s. Air Force, The United States Air Force conducted 
tests at Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi, with the express 
ed object--
To evaluate the effectiveness of closed-
circuit television as an instructional 
medium in comparison with conventional 
methods of presentation,l3 
Two matched groups of 120 Air Force trainees each were 
given a three-day segment of an electronics fUndamentals . 
course. One received conventional, the other televised in-
struction, with controls used to guard against differences duE 
to instructors. The experiment phase of the eight-week coursE 
was carried on :ror :rour succes.si ve training groups w1 th a f"if-
ty item multiple choice achievement test used as one basis of 
evaluation. An excerpt from the Keesler report reads: 
From the results o:r these experiments, the 
implications are that television is an eco-
nomical medium :ror conducting mass training. 
Certainly, it is not advocated that instruct-· 
ion by television should replace the "learn 
-
12. Information from a letter :rrom Joseph Kanner of the Army· , 
Pictorial Service Division. A report is expected laterin 
1956. 
13. Ernest c. Dowell, An ;Etxperiment in Training l2z Televisicn 
(Keesler Air Force Base, Miss., 1954) p. Sa. 
------~=-~~=================== 
by doing" process nor is it desirable to 
eliminate the highly beneficial "face-to-
face contact between instructor and student." 
The premise is that one outstanding instruct-
or with imagination and the ability to arouse 
interest will be more effective in teaching 
large numbers of students through the use or 
television than will several mediocre ins~uct­
ors, working directly with small groups.l~ 
Television was again tested by the Air Force at the Miss-
issippi installation as an aid in demonstrating a complex and 
dispersed system of radar, with no television instructor in-
volved. No statistical appraisal was made.15 
14. ibid. 
15. E.C. Dowell, Closed Circuit Television Demonstration, 
(Keesler Air Force Base, Miss., 1955). 
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Case Studies or Television in Education 
Colleges and Universities 
Pe~sylvania State University. One or the most complete 
and fUlly reported investigations in the use or television for 
instruction was a project at Pennsylvania State Universit.y, 
sponsored by the Fund for the Advancement of Education during 
the 1954-55 academic year.l Courses were taught in General 
Psychology, Psychology of Marriage and General Chemistry. 
Scores of groups receiving lectures from standard lecture 
rooms, television receiving classrooms and television origin-
ating lecture rooms were compared, and instructors, students 
and observers were asked to evaluate the experiment's results 
and the effectiveness of the relative teaching situations. 
The general conclusions from the study appear to be favorable 
to closed-circuit television instruction on the college level. 
Some of the findings include: 
Objective One: To compare the relative effectiveness of 
conventional instruction with the same instruction presented 
over closed-circuit television for a full academic semester. 
Relevant Finding: The overall comparative measurements. 
did not yield significant differences in inf'orma:tional learn-
ing by students in two different courses of psychology and 
the lecture demonstration part of general chemistry ••• 
Objective Six: To explore the possibilities of using 
closed-circuit television to extend the power and influence 
of good and superior instruction to large numbers of. students. 
Relevant Finding: Practical use of two systems suggests 
that the potentialities are very great for using single or 
1. Carpenter and Greenhill, &l Investigation of Closed-
Circuit Television ~ Teaching UniversitY Courses. 
multiple~ system~ of closed~circuit vi~ieon tel~Tisiozt t.or 'ch 
neling excellent instruction .f)'tom a,,single source or sources 
a very large number of university' students.2 
After a f"'lllacademie.semester ;of closed-circuit televi-
sion, the Pennsylvania report said: 
The evidence available indicates that decisions· 
to use or not to use instructional television 
in such courses as studied in this .experiment· 
and fo:r defined student populations must .be · 
made on ·the basis ot ·. adminis tra ti ve policies, 
acceptability' ot televised instruction to 
students and :faculty, and other practieal·eon-
siderations. Such considerations cannot be · 
made ·only on th.e basis or dif':f'erence" scores 
in the amount of· intormational l.earning by 
students taught directly by several conven-
tional methods ·compared with televised in-
struction.3 . . _, 
!he Pennsylvania study outlined t~e philosophy it sug-
gests tor employing closed-circuit television in these terms: 
The central jus.:titiable purpose of ·employing 
closed-circuit television·is to maintain or 
raise standards ot instruction, to serve a,n 
increasing number ot ··students' and. to ·aeoompl1slt 
these objectives within .severelimitations of' 
the number and quality of' available faculties 
as demands on·them are increased.4 
2. Carpenter and Greenhill, pag• ·unnumbered in beginning. 
3. ibid. p. tf.S. 
4. . ibid. p. 68 
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DUring the :fall semester o:f 1955, Pennsylvania's Instrue-
tional Research Program consisted o:f a large number of' compar-
ative and developmental experimepts. In the comparative :field~ 
major emphasis was given to di:f:f.rent types or television pre-
sentations and their relation to student achievement. In all, 
seventeen experiments were conducted involving nine di:fferent 
subjects and were concerned with the :following main problems:5 
1. The e:f:fect on student achievement of varying the size 
of c}.asses in the television rooms; 
2:· The effects on achievement of the use of proctors to 
sup~rvise teleclasses; 
. ~·-
3) The effects on students' achievement and atti~des of 
several di:fferent patterns of instruction designed ~o:f)rovide 
f'or students' questions, discussion and problem solv+ng; 
4. The use of a "free choice" situation as ameaS'Iil:'e or 
students' attitudes towards the value or televised instruction. 
In the reported results, no significant differences exis~ 
ed in any of the students' achievements under the variable si~ 
uations noted above.6 In one comparison of students receiving 
instruction in the originating room of the televised lesson 
with those in the rooms equipped with the television sets, 
again, no significant differences were in evidence. 
By spring 1956, 3,300 students were receiving closed-
circuit instruction at the University.? 
5. C.R. Carpenter, Penn State TV Research Project, Progresa 
Report, (University Pa?k, 19;6):-
6. One or the experiments in the third category listed above 
did not have an achievement score analysis completed when the 
report was issued. 
e 7. "Education News, 11 The ~York Times, April 8, 1956. 
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universitY of' !orgato. In a study at the Univer'sity of 
Toronto,, financed through a grant by the Fund for A.dul t Educa-
tion, f'our groups or students were ,cllecked for effectiveness 
or dit~e~ent methods or lesson pr~sentation. One group re-
ceived the instruction televised; another received it bro~d­
east by radio; a third was present for the lesson in the stutb 
~; ' 
reeei ving it directly trOll.·' the inst.:roetor; and a :tourth group 
studi~d m!Dl~graphed copies or tl;l.e lesson for a eCDiparable 
span of time. All groups received the same lesson f'rom the 
same instructor simultaneously. on test questions, those ex-
posed to the televised lessons achiev-ed the best marks, with 
radio and manuscript exposure f'ollowing in order. The studio 
group, which did poorest, was eliminated from the comparisons 
:• 
'because it was thought that its performance u:tght have been 
hind-ered by studio distractions. 
One report says that the University's E.S. Carpenter has 
expressed the opinion that "the research showed the unembel-
lished lessons on television are at least as errective~as le~ 
tures in-person to a reasonably small group."8 
1be State University of Iowa. At the State University of 
Iowa an exploratory course was taught by closed-circuit tele-
vision, incorporating an audio talk-back system to allow stu-
dents to ask questions or the instructor presenting the tele-
vision instruction. Kelso writes that this preliminary study, 
involving a course in comparative government, had satisfactory 
8. Cnmmings, p. 118 
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results. In his own words: 
This exploratory course successfully 
accomplished its purpose by demonstra-
ting that, with the techniques used, one 
professor can teach successfUlly a size-
able class on a decentralized iiiscussion 
basis. The presence of the "talkback" 
sound circuits for student response captures 
a great deal of the normal classroom sit.;. 
uations and certainly approximates .the at-
mosphere of the small discussion class.9 
A :f'urther experiment of this type was planned for the 
1955-56 academic year. Incorporating more controls, this 
test was arranged on the assumption that students can learn 
from a television lecture. No results have been announced.10 
Other college studies. In 1951, Syracuse University ex-
perimented with teaching via closed-circuit television. In i~ 
• investigation, one group of students attended a course in-cit-
izenship taught through television, while another group took 
the same course in the studio. The television group was re-
ported to have done "as well" as the group receiving direct 
instruction when each was tested.ll 
• 
Chicago Teachers College called television "gratfying" as 
a practical aid to instruction and "more than a gadget or in-
teresting novelty" for showing small parts to classes.l2 
9. H.E. Kelso, "Classroom Discussion Via Television, .. Educa• 
i!.Qn. Digemt., m. (1956 ), 39. -
10. lducational Television Newsletter, No. ll (Washington, 
1955), 2. 
11. Cummings, p. 83. 
12. Phillip Lewis, "Closed-Circuit TV, New Tool for Teachersf 
;Chicago School Journal, XXXV (1953), 69. 
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. 
Another Iowa institution" Iowa State College, has been 
experimenting 
to determine whether elosed-cireui t · TV c$n · 
be used to extend the· skill and experienoe 
or a senior professor to more students f'or 
more hours, while at the same time Diaintain-
ing {it' not improving ~pon) the quality·~r 
instruction now givell b:y more c.onventional 
methods in freshman chemistry .I3 . . 
At present no results are a~ailable rrom these recent experi-
ments. 
Stephens College has inauaerated a system in which one 
prof'etspr lectures simultaneously to fifty classrooms where 
student·s bet in small groups. It operates w1 th tl;lis philo-
sophy: 
These lectures provide the initial stimuli 
ror independent discussion which takes place 
in eaeh classroom under the leadership· or two 
faculty members. The ideas introduced b.t · 
teleVision make possible a· common experience· 
directlY linked· with wholly independept dis-
cussions developed by class section.llt · 
New York University initiated an experiment d~ing the 
19,5-56 academic year with a supporting grant from the ~d 
':,' 
ror the Advancement or Education. The study, centered a~d 
courses in college composition and the Literature or England, 
was directed 
toward determining· whether or not educational 
television can actu•lly be uset'ul to l) ~xt.end 
the effectiveness or the individual teacher and 
improve the quality of' instruction, 2) m~et 
-----------------13. Educational ~§lens:tcm Newslettcr, No. 11, p. 3. 
14. ibid. 
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teacher shortage, and 3) enable the teaching 
profession to share more tully th~1l'lq)roved 
standard or living of the American pe6ple by 
extending individual effectiveness through 
technological devices.l5 
During the week, two periods are devoted to severalsenior 
faculty members who deliver the televised lecture-demonstra-
tions. During a third hour, small groups of students meet 
with their section instructor throughout the term for tutorial 
sessions. New York University expects to have a report avail-
able before the 1956-57 academic year. 
Medical uses •. The medical profession has been utilizing 
television extensively in its instructional programs. Much of 
the application is for demonstrations and observations of·-
operations, although lectures and e:x:planations have also been 
presented through the medium. A number of medical schools 
maintain their own closed-circuit systems. The American Den-
tal Association has reported that eleven dental schools are 
using television in their instruction. or these, six have 
closed-circuit installations with others expected to have them 
in a few years.16 
Closed-circuit television conference.. In February 195'6, 
a conference on closed-circuit television was held under the 
joint sponsorship of the Committee on Television of the Ameri-
15'. ibid. 
16. Educational TeleviSion Newsletter! No. 13,. p. 4. Medical 
and Dental schools with television fae lities are listed in·-
. Closed Cir.eui t Television Installations !! Educational In-
stitutions, (Washington, D.C., 19;6), 
can Council on Education and the State University of Iowa. 
The consensus of the eighty-five persons attending, represent-
ing fifty-eight institutions. and sixteen organizations and 
foundations, was 
that teaching by television can be done 
effectively and with as good results or 
better than by usual methods of instruc• 
tion ••• but all are concerned with ex- ·· 
ploring further methods and evaluation 
of the present exper1ments.l7 
17. Higher Education and National Affairs, V (1956), p. 3. 
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CHAPTER VI. 
Case Studies of Television in Education--Telecourses 
Introduction. Early in 1956' the ~. York. Times carried 
a news item containing the folloWing excerpts: 
new. 
An educational experiment [lnspire~ by rap-
idly expanding enrollments and a sliortage or · 
teachers and classrooms was announced thi1s week 
by San Francisco State College ••• The.experiment 
will use television to teach students at home ••• 
An evaluation program will mea~ure television 
students against those receiving instruction 
in the classroom... · 
"We are not undertaking this project with the 
idea that it will provide any ready-made solu-
tions. However, the problems which tace high-
er education are so staggering and their•sol-
ution so important to the fUture that we believe 
every means or increasing the effectiveness or 
the college teacher needs to be exposed.l 
Presenting courses through mass media is, or course, not 
Harvard, the Un~yersity or Chicago and others have off~ 
ed courses over radio for several years. In various parts of 
the country a number or universities and educational televi-
sion stations have already started broadcasting.off-campus 
extension college courses. These have been ofibred with and 
without academic credit and with differing administrative and 
financial arrangements.: In this paper, interest in these 
telecourses lies primarily in a review or their apparent e:f'.rect 
iveness. 
A Sample or Telecourse;. The University of Houston offer-
ed courses in Elementary Psychology and Elementary ~iology 
1. "College Courses by TV to be Tested," The Ne~~York Ttmes, 
Feb. 5', 1956. Quote by Pauf. Leonard, Presi<tint'(i'x~ Fran-
cisco State College. 
~ and found no. significant statistical difference in student 
gradee, wPether they studied using .television instruction or 
attended the eon~entional classroom. The mean scores were 
higher f'o.r those studying psychology by tel(\Vision, but lower 
for those studying biology in the same manner. 2 
Husband has reported that p~rsons taking a telecourse in 
Gene•l Psychology, presented by Iowa State College, received 
bette~ grades than three other groups "presumabl.)'.~ ·expesed ·to ·· 
J 
~ 
the same materials."3 
Western Reserve, one of' the pioneer.s in telecourses, has 
enter~d its third year of televising regular classroom instru 
tion. White has noted that:· · 
Even in this short time, it is safe to say 
the experiment has been~sueeesstul in every 
respect and·shows bright .. promise for.the fu-
ture. Further, ·tt·is 'also safe to s$y that 
the medium has passed its .initial test as a 
teacher.~ . 
To this ·the insti tu t~@.· s pre stclent, John S. Millis, add 
I think we have <d.emona.tra.teti to our present · 
satisfaction that, subject to future drop-off 
in interest and sue·cess, television can. be 
adapted, with relative simplicity, to :formal 
education without loss ei~her of integrity or 
the enterprise or of the standards we are fam-
iliar with or accustomed to ••• 
------------------'2. l!t.I. Evans, H.B. Roney, and w • .r. Me.Adams, "An Evaluation 
of the Effectiveness of' Instruction and Audience Reaction to 
~p-a,nnntng ·on an Educational TV Station," 'Journal of Applied 
Psychology, XXXIX (1955), 271-279. · 
3. Rlchard W. Husband "TV Versus Classr0011 for Le.arnin..s 
General Psychology·,; " the .American Pszehologist, IX (195'+), 
pp. 181-183. . . . . . 
a-t. We•tern Reserve~'" Adult .. 
·r think we have demonstrated to. our current-
satistaetion.,.that what.students get·in terms 
ot quality or quant1ty· (which we measure by 
examination) is just as great as that obtained 
in th$ classroom ••• the television students 
perform as well, a. s q matter or f'act, statis-
tically much better. !1 1 
According to Siepmann, reports f'rom Western Reserve said 
that initructors were amazed at the excellence of' the written 
work. "1'he papers were stimulating, thoughtful and of'ten re-
~eshing • n6· 
-
. :Morris Harvey College presented a course in Audio-Visual 
Education through the facilities of' a.West Virginia television 
station and found that n1nety-seven·or the 103 registered,tcr ·-~,. : 
the course completed it suce:es.sf'ully. Of' the ninety-seven, 
six did "outstanding" work and ·received "A" grades. Integre:b:d 
.. 
into the telecourse were three campus ·.meetings during the sem-
ester.? 
Siepmann reports that television is being used in rural 
education in France and that "teachers generally express sat-
isfaction and interest in the.transmission."8 According to 
the report, television is being used in rural and adult edu-
5. John s. Millis, "Formal Education by Television,tt in A 
Tel~visipp PolicY tor Education, ed. c.v. Newsom, (Washington·, 
D.c., 1952), pp, 42-43. · 
6. Sie~ann~, "Educational TeleVision in the U.s.," SYmposiU!!h 
P• 9• 
7. Harry M. Brawly, "AV Telecourse," Educational Scj£een, 
February, 1956, pp. 54-55.. ~ · 
8. .&epmanp.J· Television !.n9, Education !J!· ~ !l...&,s., ·~ (Paris, 
195'2)' pp. 1·, .. 18. . .. 
catioft Where education is hampered ~ lack or fUnds and b,y a 
consequent scarcity of educational resources. The t,levised 
portions of lessons are usually rollowed by discussiops guided 
by a vil"lagt teacher. The system has been termed a success. 
-· 
The Educational Testing Service, in a study ror t~e 
American Red Cross, round that on a written test in a hQme 
nursing course television students did as well as students wm 
received in-person instruction. However, they did slightly 
less well on a perrormance test.9 
SgmmarY of case studies. From these chapters on tele-
vision instruction by military and civilian agencies, several 
summary points emerge. These include: 
1~ :A .. number of colleges universities and military -re-
searchers have experimented ;fth television in order to make 
more efficient use of their instructors and demonstration 
equipment, extending both over a greater number of students. 
2. An abundance of evidence and testimony g;f,:ves consider 
able weight to the suggestion that students r~qeiving tele-
vised instruction learn and retain as much information as 
those receiving conventional classroom instruction. 
3. Some consideration has been given by educators to 
the fact that there are advantages and disadvantages in tele-
vised instruction which cannot be readily measured. 
9. Carpenter and Greenhill, p. 72. 
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CHAPTER VII. 
The Problem 
~e Pennsylvania State University report suggested thatz 
••• decisions to use or not to use instructional 
television ••• must be made on the basis of admin-
istrative policies, acceptability of televised 
·instruction to students and faculty, and other 
practical considerations. 
That attitudes ot persons inyolved in such a change as would 
take place with the advent of closed-circuit television should 
be considered in order to obtain optimum cooperation and re-
sults has been demonstrated in several studies.1 Corbett has 
indicated this in reference to the educational field. He says: 
"Lack .of money, inertia and emotiopal responses to ;uggested 
chaqges retard new educational methods to a degree unknown to 
the field of technological change.M2 This problem of accept-
-
ance has been emphasized by a special Dartmouth College study 
group which reported:3 
••• to the extent that such differences 
between conventional and televised in-
struction exist, it is at least possible 
that they may be based less on inherent 
limitations in the medium itself than on 
certain psychological factors, and perhaps 
-----------------!. For :-eXa1Jlple see .. Kurt· teviri·-' •cend'\let·, Kn6w~edge and- Ace:~ 
a!lce"·of New Values,~ in Resolrlng._Soeial .Confiicts, (New York, 
1948); Herbert Hyman and Paul Sheatsl~Same·Reasons Why In-
formation Campaigns Fail " in Public ~on §B9. Propaganda, 
ed. D. Katz, (New York, i954); and Roethlisberger and Dickson. 
2. Thoma.s E. Corbett, "Television for Edueationa1·.Institu-
tions," Educational Record, .XXXI (1950) 178. Italics supplied, 
3. "A Faculty Committee Looks at Educational Television," 
Educational Record, XXXV (1954), 298. 
some human frailties on the part o~ either 
teacher or pupil or ~oth, which time and ap-
plication may overcome. 
Mcintyre ~d Greenhill note that two major barriers ap-
pear to hinder the use or television ro~ resident instruction: 
One is cost ••• the other barrier may be re-
:fered to broadly as faculty resistance, 
meaning degrees of obj action to TV rangin~ 
from mild apathy to rather strong protest:~ 
Because o~ the apparent importance of the.attitudes or 
those pot~tially involved in closed-circuit television, it 
was decided that an ~lgAtion or one group--faculty mem-
bers-..;be made to gather data concerning instructors' s'enti-
m&nts toward the resident use of the medium at schools where 
it is not y~t used.5 
One of' the principal objectives of the study was to dis-
cover whether inst~ctors would approve or television being 
used in conjunction with their courses. A second p~t or the 
research was aimed at discovering whether certain other faetx:m ~ 
or conditions appeared to be related to the expressionrot 
ap~roval or disapproval. There were :five original :factors or 
conditions studied: 
1. The instructors • taDJ.iliari ty w:l th studies and exper-
ments in which television had been used in resident instrue-
tion• 
. 4. ~cintyre and Greellhill, p. 60Q. 
5. In its experiments of :fall, 1955, Pennsylvania State Uni~ 
varsity investigated the attitudes o:f students and raoulty. 
However, its study was directed toward tqose who were ·already 
involved or in close contact with the "qfie o:f closed-circuit 
-television. The study has not yet been ·:fuJ.ly anayzed. (In 
this paper "instructors" will be used synonomously with 
teaching personnel rather than as an indication of r~• 
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!he suggestion that a relationship might exist came· f'rom 
a Dartmouth College committee report6 which stated: 
Despite;·a protound·skepticism widely shared 
at the outset within th$ fracul til comm'i ttee 
as to the usefulness of television to an in-
stitution such as Dartmouth; despite a f'unda-
, mental reluctance to encourage an adventure 
· by the college along a course which is not.-
only untested in our own indigepous education-
al practices but is likewise largely untried, 
at least conclusively, in the entire spher•. 
of American education; despi:te the dif'f'ieulties 
of pinning down many of the facts, to say 
nothing of the issuesj and despi.te knowledge 
ot the very consideraole outlay of funds and 
manpower inevitably involved, the committee 
has come gradually to the .coRclusion that the 
potentials of television in education are so 
enormous that it is likltlY. that no institution 
of higher education wil.l i:ri. the futur.e be re- · 
garded as tully capable of realizing its pur-
poses w1 thout having 1n some fashion made this 
instrument its servant. 
The Dartmouth committee, in spite ot its initial reluctano 
~ward the medium, and after carrying out exte~sive investi-
gations concluded: 
1. ·Television is already one of the most powerful 
instruments at work in. America for the communication of in-
formation and ideas •• ~it seems probable that in the f'ield·of' 
organized education, beginning at the primary level and carey-
ing through higher education, televisibn will assume an im-
portance second only to the printed page. 
2. • •• educational institutions -which ••• are unable tc 
turn television to their purposes are likely to fall danger-
ously behind the procession.7 
... 
2. Length of time teaching. 
The Pennsylvania study provided the hint for considering 
6. "A Faculty Committee" p. 293 
7. ibid. 
this factor. In the report it suggested that aDlOJilg the deter-
minants of acceptance were the "habit strengths and accom-
modations to accustomed ways of teaching and the ways ofga~g 
satisfaction from teach&Ig•lt8 
3. The attitude of the educators toward commercial tele-
vision. 
Investigators have suggested that what is done or can be 
done under controlled educational televisisn may be conf'used 
with what is done or can be done by commercial television. 
Mcintyre and Greenhill indicate that feel~o£ educators 
might be a function of 
some of the resentment and disdain directed 
by intellectuals toward commercial television, 
and some,too, of the resistance which usually 
occurs 1n the f3c~ of any social change.9 · 
4. Academic work load. 
It was considered possible that those instructors with 
the heavier academic work loads would be more likely to ap-
prove of closed-circuit television instruction for their 
courses than those with light schedules. 
5. Subject taught by the instructor. 
Because differences exist in course content which u 
cause presentation methods to be different, it.was thought 
'that a difference in acceptibility might show up between in-
instructors of different courses. 
8 • Carpenter and Greezm111 i p: 64 • 
e and Greenhill • ·601 
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gypojbeses. From these f'i ve variables, the following hy-
pOtheses wer~ derived for investigation. In general, 
1. Instructor acceptance of closed-circuit television 
for resident instruction-will va17 according to the amount of' 
inf'ormation the instructor'has conce:t-ning the use of' the med-
ium in this context. For example, the more information-the 
instructor has,___the more he will be likely to accept closed-
circuit instruc~ional television. 
. .. _, . 
2. Instructor< acceptance vill var:r in relation to the 
number of' years teaching exper.ience< they have. For example·, 
the· tn-st];"llctors with lesser experience will be more likely to 
accept the medium in ·education. 
3. Acceptance will vary according to the instructors·• 
opinions regarding commercial television. If' they are ·.vh 
critical ot commercial television, there is less likelihood or 
their accepting closed-circuit g,ystems. 
4. There will be more approval of' closed-circuit tele-
vision by those instructors having the larger academic work 
loads. · · 
; • Acceptance of elosed-eircui t television Will vary · 
according to the subject being. taught by the instructor. ·For 
example, those· instructors teaching' courses w1 th more nsual 
pote~tiali ties--sciences _and soe.ial sciences-, -such as psychol-
ogy and soeiology--Y.lll be mos~ apt te condone the use of 
television in the classrOODt-.. · ' 
• 
• 
• 
CHAPTER VIII • 
Method or Investigation 
Sample. A group or raculty members rrom rour New England 
colleges and universities was selected as respondents ror the 
study. These included instructors 1n the rollowing subject 
areas: psychology, sociology, history, government, chemistry, 
physics, English and philosophy. College catalogs were con-
sulted ror the lists or raculty members in these departments. 
The eight subjects were selected because they seemed to 
represent a cross-section of the types or courses generally 
offered by liberal arts colleges. The instructors were com-
bined to reduce the humber of groups rrom eight to :f'our, 
with similar subjects paired. The final groups were: 
Group 1. Psychology and sociology instructors 
Group 2. Chemistry and physics instructors 
Group 3. Government and history instructors 
Group 4. English and philosophy instructors 
Survey instrument. A questionnaire was developed to de 
mine acceptance and opinions regarding the use of closed-cir-
cuit instructional television. Included in the questionnaire 
were questions intended to reveal the respondents' opinions 
of commercial television, familiarity with experiments and use 
or closed-circuit television in education, and such general 
informational questions as length of time teaching, academic 
work load and subject that each teaches. 1 
1. See Appendix B for a copy of the original questionnaire. 
==-----
A cover letter giving a br~ef and general explanation of 
the project and requesting cooperation was included with a 
self-addressed envelope. 
Data gathering. After the questionnaire was pre-tested 
on staff members at the investigator's university, it was 
reproduced and mailed to the instructors at the four schools. 
One month was allowed for returns to be received and included 
in the analysis. 
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1- CHA.Pmt :tx. Results o~ Investigation 
Returns. A total o:r 306 questionnaires were sent to the 
~our institutions, With 162 returned, or ~ifty-three per cent. 
Four o~ the questionnaires were not tabulated because o~ in-
adequate information. The returns for each school are listed 
in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. 
Percentage of Returns for Each School 
School1 Per cent returns 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
53 41 
78 
54 
Acceptance-rejection of Closed-Circuit Television. One 
e or the k~y questions of the study asked the inst~etors to 
specify whether they· would approve of television for their own 
courses. The answers were heavily concentrated in the "un-
decided," "disapprove" and ''!'str9hgly disapprove" choices. 
These categories were selected ninety-one per cent of' the time 
while positive and "othertt answers accounted for only nine per 
' 
cent. Table 2 shows the distribution o~ answers. 
1. School I has an enrollment of approximately three thousand 
male students and is located in a rural area. 
School II has an enrollment of approximately 2500 female 
students and is located in a community of about forty thou-
sand which is near several larger cities. 
School.III is located in a large metropolitan area and 
has a co-ed student population or approximately 13,000. 
School IV is located in a large metropolitan area and 
has a co-ed enrollment of approximately 16,000. 
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1'ABLE 2. 
All Instructors' Acceptance of Television for Own Courses 
Responses 
st_rongly approve2 
Approve 
Undecided 
Disapprove 
Strongly disapprove 
Others 
!::. 
0 
7 ~ 
39 
'7 
Per cent= 
Q 
4.4 
42.4 
24.0 
25.6 
4.4 
When these statistics were. broken down to dete~ine if 
sti tution:r:in which the instructors were teaching appeared to 
any influence on their views, no significant differences 
the groups were found. (See Table 3.) 
TABLE 3. 
Instructors' InstitUtion and Response 
Responses Institutiopj 
· 1 ~.~·:·· II ·m n._ W. 
ove ·3. 5~ Q;o$ · ·' 7 .o% B.o% 4.0% 
cided 53.0 28.0 50.0 39.0 42.0 
1?.5 36.0 26.0 28.0 2~.0 
Strongly disapprove 26 36.0 1?.0 25'.0 25'.0 
Others CGhf squal".e test_: ·:pa··betwEl.Em .50 apd ,·.30) ;.o 
It might be noted that although a very small proportion 
the respondents approved of television for use in their own 
courses, only twenty-nine answered that television could not 
sed effectively in lectures, lecture ... demonst~ations or close-
s--hence, virtually not at all. The most frequently named 
effective use of the me~Uum was for closeups, with sixty-five 
instructors suggesting this application, or including this 
category within their choice, e.g., "all of these." As might 
--be expected, those 'Who approved of' the use of' television 
This category will be omitted from turther tables since 
was not checked by any or-· the respondents. 
for their own classes all thought televisicn could be used in 
one of the ways listed. At the other extreme, among those who 
strongly disapproved, twenty~one (sixty per cent) thought that 
television could not be used in any of the way~ specified. The 
distribution of answers is shown in Table 4. 
tABLE 4. 
Opinions Concerning the Effective Use of Television 
Type of Application*-
Responses Lecture Lect"ttr&-. ' Close- All None 
:Oemonstra..:. - -ups 
tion 
Approve 2 3' 0 .3 0 
Undecided: 7 14 13 17 1 
Disapprove 7 8 17 5 7 
Strongly disapprove 4 0 J_ 
.l2L 
-Totals 20 25 37 28 29 
(Chi square test: pc less than .01) 
*Respondents were allowed to ·check more than one. 
0 
5 
7 
8 
20 
Information level in relation to acceptap.ce •. According to 
the data from the returned questionnaires, sixty-three per 
cent of all the instructors were unfamiliar with any class-
room closed-circuit television. Eighty-two per cent of those 
who strongly disapproved of instructional television checked 
that they were unfamiliar with it. On the other hand, only 
twenty-nine per cent of those approving claimed to be unfamil-
iar. Similarly, the groups between these extreme viewpoints 
had percentages lying between the eighty-two and twenty-nine 
·per cent extremes. As the percent~ge of those claiming famil-
iarity increases, the percentage of those approving increases. 
(See Table l:t-.) Only nineteen per cent of the instructors 
were familiar with or knew or closed-circuit instructional 
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teleVision in their own academic field. (See Table 6.) 
1'ABLE?. 
Response and Familiarity with Closed-Circuit ·Television 
Responses 
Approve (N=?) 
Undecided (N=6?) 
Disapprove (N=37) 
Stringly disapprove {N=39) 
Per·centage of group claim-
ing iiunf'amiliarity,n 
29~ 
lZ 
82 
TABLE 6. 
Familiarity with Television in Own SUbject Area 
SubJect Group3 
1 (N=31) 
Percentage of' group cla1m-
ing."f'amiliaritY1" 
- 16$ 
~ 2 (N=42) 3 {N=3?) 
4 (N=~) 23 
Almost the same number of respondents did not know the 
results of previous attempts to use closed-circuit television 
in the classroom as those who were unfamiliar with this use of 
the medium. Only two respondents answered that they ~ew of 
instructional television bringing poor results and these two 
were among the "strongly disapproved" group.-
··· :··.; 
The complete 
tabulation is sho'Wll in Table ?. 
The most frequentlynamed source pf information about 
.. 
closed-circuit teleVision was ~popular literature, e.g. 
-
~' ~'newspapers." Educational literature was ment~~JUC'~" 
next most· frequently" J.s might be expected from the large 
numbers who said they had no infqrmation, there were many who 
cheeked "none" for this. question. The ftoequeney of' answers 
. 
the dif'ferent sources is reported. in Table 8. 
3. See above, p. 43. 
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!~LE 7. 
Responses and Knowledge o:f Results of Closed-Circuit 
Television ·· 
Responses 
Approve 
Undecided 
Disapprove 
Strongly disapprove 
Results o:f studies known 
~ Jitts- . Ineon- Poor 
ae orr elusive 
14% ·14!i 
4 10 
0 ; 
0 ; 
14% iO 
16 
8 
O% 
0 
0 
5' 
, TABLE 8. 
Don•t 
know 
-
5'8% 
76 
73 
79 
Sources of Information en Closed-Cireu1.t·Television 
Source Freguenex• 
Popular literature, e.g. Tim~1 I4fi, papers .32' Li ter•ture in the education neld 21 
No definite source, but have heard of it 16 
Through colleagues involved in it directly 10 
Others (less than ten each) · 15' 
~espondents cheeked more than one category. 
Instructors' ~urse and Acceptance of Closed-Circuit 
. - ' 
Television. The returns,:f'rom:::the·instructors in this study 
' indicate that their subject matter does not seem to influence 
their acceptance of closed-circuit television. The only 
major break in a rather even distribution appears in Group 1 
(Psychology-sociology), In this group there is a greater 
proportion of undecided answers than is apparent in the other 
group distributions. This category accounts for sixty-nine 
per 9ent of the answers in the group, In the other three 
groups the category accounts for only forty-six, thiry-:five 
and thirty-three per cent of the answers, respectively. How-
ever, a chi square test indicates no statistical significance 
in the over-all distribution. The results are in Table 9. 
• 
• 
• 
TABLE 9. 
Course Taught and Response 
§ubject ,Areas 
J 
Response 
...L ..L ...J._ ..2t.... 
Approve 6% 3% 5% 4% Undecided 69 46 4; 33 Disapprove 12 27 '27 31 Strongly disapprove 12 24 32 31 (Chi square test: p= between .95 and .98) 
Experience and Acceptance or Closed-Circuit Television. 
The replies to a question about the instructors• number or 
years teaching were placed into one of three categories to 
test for significance or response distribution. Group one in-
cluded those having up through four years experience; group 
two, those with five through eight years; while group three 
encompassed those instructors with nine or more years teaching 
experience. The data categorized in this manner do not sup-
port the hypothesis concerning the relationship between ex-
perience and acceptance. No statistical significance was 
found to exist between these characteristics. (See Table 10.) 
Table 10. 
Teaching Experience and Responses 
Responses 
Approve 
Undecided 
Disapprove 
Strongly disapprove 
(Chi square test: 
Years te1ching , 
1-4 (N=2i) i-8 {N=30) 2_+ (N=95) 
8% O% 5% 
44 40 ' lt-6 
28 33 22 
20' 37 26 
p= • 50 to • 70) 
Opinion or commercial television and acceptance of 
closed-circuit television. All of the respondents either 
;o 
thought commercial television needed great or some improvement 
or did not answer the question. It was felt by the investiga-
tor that the survey instrument was not sensitive enough to di& 
cover d1f'ferences in these expressions (it there are any) so 
consequently this hypothesis was not pursued further. However 
the answers indicated that approximately sixty-seven per cent 
ot the respondents do watch television two hours or less each 
week. 
Academic work load and acceptance of closed-ctrcuit t§le-
vision. The answers to a question concerning the instructors' 
number of' teaching hours per week were combined into four 
groups: instructors with up to six hours; those with seven 
through nine hours; those with ten through twelve hours; and 
finall~, those instructors with thirteen or more hours of 
teaching per week. Again, there was no statistical signifi-
cance in the distribution of responses. The distribution is 
shown in Table 11. 
TABLE 11. 
Teaching Load and Responses 
Hours 
Responses 1-6 (N=271 7-9(N=43) l0-12(N=46) 
I .4 
Approve 
undecided 
Disapprove 
Strongly disapprove 
(Chi square 
\.~% 7% 7% 
"'tO 53 39 
22 21 28 
30 19 26 
test: p= between .80 and .90) 
13+{5=28 
3.5% 
43 
~~ 
Opinions expressed about closed-circuit television in-
struction. In one part of the survey, the instructors were 
asked to select from fourteen statements of opinions regard-
closed-circuit television the ones that came closest to 
e£lecting their ow.n opinions. Bo restriction was place on 
er of selections. The most £requently cheeked statement 
s one which said that television would achieve less (than 
onventional presentations) because o£ the loss of some identi 
cation with the instructor. The following two statements 
st frequently selected were neutral in stand, indicating tha 
ectiveness depended a great deal on the instructor and the 
bject being taught. The £ourth most £requently expressed 
pinion was that television would create passive students. 
these four highly ranked statements, then, it can be seen 
opinion is generally neutral to negative. Table 12 
the number of times each statement was checked. 
TABLE 12. 
Opinions Expressed Regarding Closed-Circuit Television 
Instruction 
§tatement 
79-------Taking into account television's advantages and 
disadvantages, using the medium ~dll p~obably achieve 
less because of the loss of some personnel identifica-
tion with the instructor. 
71-------The success of classroom television depends great-
ly on the subject being taught. 
69-------The success o£ classroom television depends great-
ly on the instructor and his approach. 
68-------Television helps create passive students. 
58-------Television would probably reduce the calibre of 
university courses. 
41-------Television, while not a panacea, can be helpful in 
the enrollment problem. 
34-------Television will necessitate courses being better 
organized. 
52 
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TABLE 12 (cont.) 
Frequency Statement 
21-------Television provides an excellent chance to multi-
ply our best instructors and gives many students the 
benefits to be derived from superior instruction. 
20-------Television will hinder the development of new 
instructors. 
18-------Television will probably work satisfactorily, but 
should not be used until absolutely necessary. 
13-------'relevision "rill hinder the development of new 
courses. 
13------~There is no place for television in education; it 
represents a threat to our academic life. 
11-------Television will develop "star" performers and 
simultaneously increase the teacher shortage. 
6-------Television will help put the burden of higher edu-
cation where it belongs. 
Differences in opinion do exist among those who have a pos-
itive, undecided and negative viewpoint on instructional tele-
vision. Among those who favored television,statements. (b), 
(f) and (m) were checked most frequently.· Those who. checked 
' "undecid~d" checked (b) the most; undecided, (h) most fre-
quently; and those who strongly disapproved selected (n) most 
frequently. The tabulation of most frequently checked state-
ments by each set of the respondents and the point of emphasis 
for each statement is shown in Table 13. 
TABLE 13. 
Most frequently Checked Opinions Concerning Closed-Circuit 
· Television *. 
Response Statement , Frequency Emphasis 
Approve b 5 On instructor 
f 5 On courses 
m 5 (General) 
- -
---
- -~- - - - - - - - - - - ---
5!1-
e TABLE 13 (eont.) 
~tsponse §tatement Frequency Elnphasis 
. undecided b 32' On instructor 
e 2~ On course m 2 (General) 
Disapprove h 26 Instructor-student 
e 25 On Course 
k 21 On student 
Strongly disapprove n 28 On course 
h 25 Instructor-student 
k 19 Student 
*Statements can be f'ound in Appendix B. 
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Discussion 
one of the five originai _.tl'ulselti appears to have been 
supported by the findings in this study. · Apparently a sig- ·· 
nificant relationship does exist ~etween having information 
about closed-circuit t~levision and acceptlplce of the medium 
in education. This would seem to hold true as long as the 
results of experiments such as tho~e taking place at Pennsyl-
~ania State University, the State University of Iowa and at 
other institutions continue to uncover favorable results. It 
would seem quite conceivable that should an institution or 
foundation uncover data showing instructional television to be 
a significant drawback to the educational process for Which it 
is used, a negative correlation might exist between acceptance 
and information, instead of the positive one show.n in the re-
sults. 
It is interesting to note that among the instructors who 
disapproved of television, eighty-two per cent claimed they 
were unfamiliar with its use. As we move away from unfamil-
iarity toward familiarity, we move away from strongly nega-
tive to the more positive positions. 
Caution should be exercised, however, in placing too 
much emphasis on the information aspect of' the problem. 
Hyman and Sheatsley, Katz and Lazarsfeld, Levin and others 
have pointed out influences that may distort or act as 
barriers between the individual and the meaning of the in-
e fol"mation·, so inf'ormation per se, is not a panacea in the face 
of change.1 
Another ~act worth noting in reference to .the information 
of the respondents is that only two of the entire sample an-
swered that they had·heard or television working with poor re-
sults in experiments with the closed-circuit application of 
the medium. Most did not know the outcome or evaluations of 
past studies, including seventy-nine per cent of the "strongly 
disapprove" group. Among the ~approve• ··group, fifty-eight per 
cent did not know the results of other studies. 
In generalizing about the findings concerning the first 
.. 
hypothesis, it seems consistant to say that information con-· 
cern1ng the applications and results of experiments and studies 
would sway a number of instructors toward acceptance of some 
use of the medium. On the oth~r hand, because.we have found 
from other studies that information alone is not always ef-
fective in changing opinions and attitudes, we can safely say 
that some instructors, regardless of empirical data, will con-
tinue to reject the educational use of the medium. Some, we 
can predict, will avo'id information on the subject, such as 
the respondent who checked that he was unfamiliar with the 
' \ 
use of closed-circuit television 1n education and "I hope to 
remain so." 
1. See footnote 1·1n Chapter VII. ·See also Paul Lazarsfeld 
and Elihu Katz, Personal.Influence,_ (Glencoel Ill. t 1'55); 
WilbuP Schramm, MT.b.e Nature. an<! Behavior of tti tudes," and 
Joseph napper, ~SS Media aJad. Pe,rsuasion," in ~ ~ce'§S 
mm, Ef'f'ect} 2l Mtss communieat~n, ea. w. Schramm, ( rbana~ · 
Ill., 1955 • ' 
?6 
1- The anaysis of the data indicates that rejection or ap- , proval of closed-circuit television does not appear to be in-
fluenced by such factors as experience, academic work load or 
subject taught. In the data concerning the relationship be• 
tween their reaction to commercial televi.sion and the use of 
tel·evision in education, no differences were found either in 
the expression of need for improvement of the former or in set 
ownership. While this latter "finding" may be accepted pend-
., 
ing research with a more sensitive instrument, it and the 
finding concerning experience parallel the resul~s of Murray's 
study2 which found tpat among elementary school teachers the 
number Jof years teaching experience and the number of hours 
spent viewing television had no significant bearing on the 
teachers' attitudes toward television in education. He also 
concludes, in reference to our first hypothesis: 
The comparative newness of television and 
the unfamiliarity of many educators with it 
may in a large measure be responsible for 
their cautious attitude toward its use as an 
instructional aid.3 
It is important to note that while there appears to be 
some reluctance among ninety-five per cent of the sample to 
approve of closed-circuit television for their own courses, 
-
2. c. Merrill Murray, A SUrvey 2!. ~ Attitudes l!BS..Opinion§ 
Toward Television 2.!..!!.. Selected G5o)p .2! JgementarY School 
Educators, (Bloomington, Ind., 19 3 . Unpublishe~Ph. D. 
dissertation, p. 30. · , 
3. Murray, p. 163. 
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e this. d6es not rule out. their" acceptAnce '(if television in edu-
cation in general. Whether ~bisis a personal consideration 
in rejecting or being reluctant to accept it for their own 
courses, such as a feeling .or inadequacy when confronted with 
the possibility of being in front of' a television camera, or 
whether it is a reservation about the medium's effectiveness 
in any of its known applications is a matter for further in-
vestigation; but the data shows that only twenty-n~ne respond-
ents, comprising twenty-one per cent of the sample, felt that 
television could not be used effectively in any of the sug-
gested situations. Without including the nineteen respondents 
who failed to cheek any eategory, we can deduce that at least 
seventy per cent of the instructors responding would approve 
of' television in some applications, but not necessarily in 
their own courses. An examination of the frequency of' agree-
ments with the opinions of others concerning the use of closed 
circuit television sheds fUrther light on this aspect. or the 
three most frequently cheeked statements, two emphasized the 
influence of factors.beyond television itself. For example, 
the second most frequently cheeked statement said that the 
effectiveness of television depends greatly on the subject be-
ing taught, while the third most frequently checked statement 
said that the effectiveness depended greatly on the instructor 
and his approach. 
The most frequently checked statement expressed the feel-
ing that television would probably achieve less because of the 
58 
1- loss or some personal identification between student and in-structor. What is "lost" as a result of this restricted con-
tact is something that we evidently cannot measure in an em-
pirical manner. From the studies which have been reviewed in 
an earlier part of this paper; the evidence points to a com-
parable effectiveness in inrormation transferal between the 
conventional and televised syst~s of instruction. Whether 
this lost, unmeasurable element can be compensated for in 
various systems of televised instruction being experimented 
with currently, or whether it is essential for all levels and 
kinds of courses, or whether it will eve.r be measurable in 
the end product--the "educated" student--are all matters of 
conjecture at this moment. 
Among the respondents who strongly disapproved or in-
structional television, the focus of opinion was somewhat dif-
ferent from the other three categories. In this specific 
group we find a greater emphasis on television's effect on the 
course i~lelf. The three most frequently checked items in 
each of t~f' other categories were either more concerned with 
the motivational aspect (identirication, passivity) or the 
effect or the course on the television presentation, but 
here we find among the strong disapprovers concern with the 
erfect television might have on the course. In this respect, 
the last group seems to stand somewhat apart from the other 
three groups. It should be recalled that this group is the 
one which has the greater proportion of respondents who are 
unfamiliar with the workings or closed-circuit television. It 
5'9 
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e' would seem :f'rom this sequence of f'1nd1hgs that evaluations of' the us.e.fulness of' television in education by at least one seg-
fment of instructors is based on preconceived, stereotyped 
notions rather than on an unbiased appraisal. -
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CHAPTER XI 
Conclusion 
From the evidence or this study, it seems possible to 
predict that institutions planning to adapt television to thei 
instructional programs will encounter a sizeable body or unin-
formed instructors amid their faculties. In this investiga-
tion, many were undecided about their own use or the medium, 
but appeared to be favorable to the use or television in some 
way. There remains a core or instructors who reject televi-
sion, a large majority of which are unfamiliar with its appli-
cation in education. 
Much of the current investigati~n in the field of closed-
circuit television centers around eliminating the impersonal 
nature of televised presentations--a characteristic that half 
of the instructors in this study were most concerned with. 
To assess the degree of acceptance that closed-circuit 
television would encounter in an institution would seem to be 
a difficult task. Either the characteristics investigated in 
this study were not influential,for the most part, in molding 
opinion, or factors leading toward approval-disapproval sent-
iments cancelled each other out. 
More research might be done on the "products" of courses 
taught by television and those by conventional means, parti-
cularly in the larger classrooms or auditoria courses. This 
research should be directed in a field other than the statis-
tical comparison of test scores. Whether the loss or person-
al contact in different degrees and in different level and 
61 
types of' courses has an appreciable af'f'ect on the educational 
(as differentiated f'rom"the :i.n£ormat10pal)"development or the 
student is a point :ror f'urther investigation, since, as has 
been pointed out, the generalized concern exists among educa-
tors that a loss (with no quali:f"ii!ation) in contact will re-
sult in an inf'erior education~· 
CHAPTER XII. 
SUmmary of Thesis 
1. Colleges and universities in the United States are enter-
ing a period of tremendously expanding enrollments. 
2. Although material shortages are evident~ by far the great-
est need in the years ahead is an increase l.n i1nstructor-pow~ 
which may be met through increasing the number o~ instructors 
or extending the influence of available instructors over more 
students. The former possibility is being regarded with much 
pessimism by many educational authorities. 
3. Among the suggested means of extending influence is 
closed-circuit television, which, from studies·conducted by 
civilian and military organizations, has generally proven 
satisfactory to excellent 1n comparison with conventional in-
structional techniques in the transmission of inf~rmation. 
4. In. a survey of instrtictors of liberal arts subjects in 
four New England colleges and universities, there was a gen-
eral reluctance to use closed-circuit television in the in-
structors'· own courses, but seventy per cent of those survey-
ed believed that television could be used effectively in edu-
cation. 
5. Familiarity and unfamiliarity appeared to be th• only 
factors differentiating the groups who approved, were ~dec­
ided, disapproved and strongly disapproved of instructional 
television. 
6. Most concern about televised instruction lay 1n the p~· 
lieve that a loss in instructor-student relations would ~Wr 
the education process. 
7. Further study should be dorie on the "products" of tele-
vised instruction and large audience conventional instruo.-~ .· 
tion beyond the comparison of test scores to see if either 
contains hereto:f'or unmeasurable elements which cannot be 
interchanged between the systems. 
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ENROLLMENTS AND INSTRUCTOR-POWER 
• 
DlVllGOll OF COMMUNICATION ARTS 
SCHOOl~ OF PUBI .. IC RKLATIONS AND COMMUNICATION 
BOSTON UNIVERSl'l'Y 
Dear Faculty Uember: 
To help alleviate the problem caused by increased enrollments without 
an increase in faculty size11 some colleges and univera:l.ties are using aloaed-
©ircuit television in their olaaaroomso 
We are conducting research in connection Wi'lih faculty attitudes in 
tcur New England insti tuticna toward the wse of this type or television 
:!.n colleges and uni verai ties tor ina true tional purpooea o 
We would appreciate your taking a few :100menta to anner the attached 
twenty ques~ions BO that yota school will be properly represented in the 
eampleo 
As ncrted in the questionnaire~' sj.gning your name is optionalo In a!J3' 
c~se, the replies will remain confidential and will be used only in this 
research., 
A selt=-addreased 11 at.amped envelope ia enclosed tor your convenieme 
in returning the questionnaire., 
Siooerely )'Ours, 
~ .. , .. .s.~ R1~ Albert 
Assistant ?roteseor ot 
ColllllllD1cationa 
• 
COLLEGE ENROLtMENTS1 1940-1975'* 
lnrollmept in 7 millions ---r----~--r--------.--------~+ 
School 
~g 
Note: 
-
3 ' 
2-,~----~~------4-------~ 
19·0 19 0 19 0 
Projection A is based on population growth with 
lj.;~.tle rise in proportion of" young people attend-
ing eol:lege. Projection B takes into account a 
population increase and an increase in the propor-
tion of" young people·going to college. Ef' the 
trend of" the past f"if"teen years cont!Dnes in the 
tuture, the percentage will be approximately 
forty eight by 1973. 
*Teache;§ f"or Toporrow, pp. 14-15'. 
• 
1\ISE IB COLLBGE E!mOLLMDl'S AS 
A. PER CD! OF 18-21 J.nE GROUP•· 
4.0~ 
1900q 1954 _ _, 1973'"--' 
*'Adapted t'rom ~eachers for tom~:row, p. 11, and "When the· 
Real Crush H1 ts Colleges" p. 3.1 ,. -
------------------~------
====#=-=----
COLLEGE FACULTY ME)fBERS NEEDED, 1957-1970* 
Low estimate 
,.; 
High estimate 
New Instructors Total New Instructors Total 
Year Needed ·Needed Needed Needed 
1957 17,20(} 226,900 19,700 216,000 
1958 16,100 234,000 19,300 226,600 
1959 15,400 240,000 19,300 236,900 
1960 17,400 247,800 22,500 249,900 
1961 19,800 25'7 ,600 25,400 265,300 
. 
1962 27,100 2?4,500 35,700 290,400 
1963 23,100 286,600 33,000 311,700 
\.._../ 1964 21,200 296,400 31,100 330,300 
1965 19,600 304,100 28,100 345,200 
1966 38,500 330,400 50,700 382,200 
1967 45,100 362,300 49,900 1+16.800 
1968 15,700 363,500 53,400 453,5'00 
1969 12,200 361,200 54,000 489,300 
1970 30,600 377,300 25,600 495,300 
(336,945) (483,960) 
• Adapted from Teachers for Tomlrrow, The Fund for the 
Advancement of Education, Bul etin No. 2 (New York, 
1955) p. 55. All figures rounded off to nearest hundred 
except totals in parentheses. 
• 
DOCTOR'S DEGREIS, 
. 
Year LOw Estimate**-
-
195'7 6,880 
195'8 6,10.0 
195'9 7 ,01() 
1960 7,460 
1961 7' 5'5'0 
1962 7,5lt<> 
1963 ?,890 
1964 8,030 
1965' 7,990 
1966 8,360 
1967 8,970 
1968 10,25'0 
1969 9,710 
1970 9,640 
:tolf.,88o 
•tteaqhers tor Tol!l9rrow, p. 5'9 
**Projections A and E, respectively • 
195'7-1970*' 
High Estimate** 
6,600 
.6 ,615' 
6,75'0 
7,070 
.? '5'20 
7,75'5' 
8,205' 
Sy,9()0 
9,970 
9,895' 
10,35'0 
11,005' 
14,370 
.. 
13,722 
121, 675' 
e 
• 
EMPLOlMENT S!'ATUS, .AS OF SBHEMBER 1940, OF 
LinNG RECIPIEN~S OF i'HE PH.D. DEGREE, 1931-1940* 
Seho~ I ~&a~~: Othe;t Other*1 Year ~ding Recipients ution Edu,ption 
1931 1,910 6o.o!( 5":·q.~ 34.6' 
1932 2,070 60~2. 5.4 35'.4 
1933 
. 
36.3 2,053 ;8.1 5.6 
1931t- 2,290 ;6.0 5.9 38.1 
I 
., J 
1935' 2,268 61.2. 5.o· 33.8 
1936 2 16:3" ' . . 60.6 6.o· 33.4 
193? 2,324 60.0 5.4 34.6 
1938 2,300 62.2 5.0 32.8 
1939 2,4?9 62.1 5 8 -~ 32.1 
~940 _i.632 22·7. 5.5 ~4.8 
2::! !)E)9 
. ' 
.6()'-,1 5.5 34.4 
* .Adapted :rrom Teachers t.2!: Tomorrow, .P• 61. 
**Includes "In Non~Academie Pursu~~s," "Employment Status 
Unknown" and "Unemployed." 
APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
DlVISIOir O.ti COI:U~U.l·;lCNrlOl! 
DEPAH.Tl!I~NT OF HESEAHCIT 
BOS70IT UITIVI;R'"'ITY 
1, Educt:'tors have issued d:lfferent theories concerninc the optimum 
size classes .for colleee instruction. llhnt size classes uould 
yon prefer for teac~'ing lectnre nnd/or der.1onstration courses? 
2. 
_a. 
b. 
-
_c. 
_d. 
_e. 
l·n1at size 
Fnc1er J.O students 
11-2t f3tudents 
~~5-40 students 
1·.1-60 students 
60 o:r ·aore st1.1dents 
closses vrould you prefer for discussion and/or lab courses? 
Under 10 students 
11-~· students 
2 5-1.!·0 students 
~-1-60 students 
61 or more students 
In vbat departmcmt do you teach? 
---·,----------•·-•--w-----~--·,•-•-w-•----•~ 
4. Fill out the appropriate columns. (Course title not necessary.) 
Qlas§ ,glJl:ts hpura, Lab hours 
.......... ... ... -
1. --'----------·--------------------------------··-·-~-·---·~-----"~ 
2. ---~-------------------------------------·-··-·-------·~---·----·-~,----~: =--·-··--·-----------------~~' .,, "......, .. 
/• ---·----------------- --------------~------·-----·~----
;o Circlr nunbc:r o,f years you have been teaching. 
1 2 3 4 ? 6 7 8 9 10 or more 
6. In lo!lat cities hove you taught ,d.thin the past five years, other 
than your pre:wnt one? _,. _ , • . ... --
7. Tha-e is sonc roncein in education these <la~rs concen.ting incr-easing 
enrollments and a corresponc1:tng shortage of competent facttlty membE~rs. 
If' there 11ere a , .C···;:ted nunber of instructors and you had to <~hoose 
between o.ne tri~ the f'ollot-ring courses of actio11, \'Thich 'tvould you choose? 
B. 
a. AllovT crtrollnent to incrense and t1alte other adjustments .. 
":'b. I:eep cnrollmen t dmm by being nore selective among npplic,ants., 
One type of af1jt1 stment to increased enrollments has been the use of 
closed-circuti; television. Check the types of courses bcloet-r that 
you have heo.r!:l of or kno\'T of bcine taught by classro•:>m television. 
a. Dehaviornl sciences, e.e. psychology, sociology J• Poli ti.Cfll science, e.g. goverment, history 
__ c. Physical sciences, e.ec c~em1stry, physics 
.....:..d• English or philOSi5lphy 
_e. Others of a non-~chnical nature 
_r. Others of n tecll..nic.al nature 
_g. Fnfami:l;i.ar ut th television in clnssroon instruc-tion 
(continued on ne:xt page) 
.;;---.-.. ·--" , 
,_ 
9.., From vlhich of the follmd.ng sou:r~CI3S would you guess yot1 obtained 
the mos·t; information on closed-circuit television in education? 
--.~., Literature in the education field 
_o., Popular literature, e. g. 1Q.Q}£, ~' ne111spapers 
__ c. Personal contact W1th institutions usinc it 
_d. Throur,h collccrues 1vrho hove been involved in it 
_eo Throuei-: collctues 1-rho have not been directly connected vri th 1 t 
_r. nave heard, but cannot pin do\m source 
--1!• I1one 
__ h. Other (specifY) 
In the 
seemed, 
-{G 
-· 
_c.
_do 
_e. 
situations I have heard about, closed-circuit television 
to '\vorl>:: 
vli th good results 
'\'lith satisfactory results 
With inconclusive results 
H:f. th poor results 
Don•t lmow 
11. Let's ossune the afu1inistration or your school chose to allow the 
enrollment to increase, and to nake other adjustments for instruction. 
vJliich of the follo1dng nl ternatives would you choose? (Select one.) 
12. 
-{· 
.-. 
_c. 
So far 
--{· 
-. 
_c. 
_d. 
_e. 
Increase the ~upbe~ of classes per instructor 
Increase the size of classes 
!Iove sntnll cl'B'SSe"s by makinc use or grenter nunbers of 
graduate students and instructors of lesser conpetence 
Have snall classes making Pse of closed circuit-television 
sy~tems to trnnsoit the noteriol of tho principc'li. instructor 
as closed circuit-television .ror 
strongly opprove 
approve 
on undecided 
disapprove 
strongly disapprove 
any of my courses, I 
13. I thin1::. that closec1-circuit television con effectively be used for 
~. Straight lecture courses 'Hi t~·out denonstrntions 
_u. I·ecture courses vti th denonstrntions 
__ c. Close-ups principally for lob and denonstration courses 
d. All or these 
-
_e. Hone of these 
(continued on next page) 
.. 3 ... 
111-. The f'ollot·Tinc statenents reflect the opinions of some educators 
concerninG the use of closed-circ11it television in classrooo 
instruction. Please checl: the ones that cone closest to your 
opinion. 
_a. 
_b. 
_co 
_do 
_r. 
.....}'!;· 
..Jl. 
_i. 
_Il. 
_n. 
Television provides an e:::~cellent chance to ~ul tiply our best 
instructors and gives many students the benefits to be derived 
fror.1 supm~ior instruction. 
The success of classroom television depends greatly on the 
instructor ond his approach. 
Television t-rill develop "star" perf'orners and sitJ.ul tanoou sly 
increase the teacher shortage. 
Television 't'.fill help put the burden of' higher education on the 
students t·rhere it bei.ongs. 
The success of classroon television depends greatly on the 
subject boinc taught. 
Television td.ll necessitate courses being better oreanized. 
Television t-rill hinder the developnent of net-r courses • 
TaJ·inc into nccount television • s ac1vnntnr.:es and disadvantages, 
using t·:o nediuu will probably n.chieve less because of the loss 
of' sone personnl identi·~ication t·ri th the instl~t:ctoro 
Television llill probably uorl: satisfactorily, but shoulc.;. not 
be t1secl until absolutely necessary. 
Television tdll hinder tho devclonmont of. net-T instructorso 
Television helns create nnssive students. 
There fs no plnc0 fo!' television in education; it represents 
n threat to our ncnc.lcnic life. 
Television, uhile not a pnnocea, con be helpful in in the 
enrollnent problem. 
Television uould probnbly reduce t!~e cnlibre of tmiversi ty 
courses. 
15'. lJhat is your viet·T tot-Tara the relat~.onship botlreen cducntion nnd 
cor1r1ercj.al television? Do yo-:., believe commercinl television should 
a • .Attcnpt to educate t-rhile it entertains 
~. Focus prinnrily on entertainncnt 
=cc Have entertainment and educational prograns but not try to mix 
16. In my opinion cor:tnorc:~.al television, in eP..neral, needs 
o. Great inproveMent __ c. Very little improvement 
b. Some inprovement _d. Uo improvement 
1?. Check the catccories in the follouine list that you think need 
improvenent, if any, :tn commercial televisiono 
-eo Public affairs and net-rs do Qt:izzes 
_o. Situation conedy -e. Variety 
_c. ner:ulorly scheduled drama r. 11usical 
__ gQ Educational-cultural, e.e.~imibus, Richard III 
(continued on last pn.ee) 
18. Check the categories in the list that you think 'lire need more of" 
-{;· 
-0 
_c. 
<.1. 
--
_e. 
_r. 
--.£• 
r1.1blic affairs and neus 
Situation conedy 
Tiegularly scheduled drana 
()lizzes 
Variety 
l!usical 
I:ducational-cultural 
19n Do you have a television set in your home? 
,.Jes 
_].10 
20o Appro.x-irnately hou many hours a 't-teelt do you \mtch television programs? 
Circle one. 
1 2 3 4 ' 6 7 0 9 10 11 12 or more 
!Tame (optional) 
----------·--
Ago bracket: 
• 
• 
APPENDIX C 
INFORMATION SOURCE 
-~~~·--.~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-
- Amy Tests Prove T 
Is h ExceDt11t Teaching Tool 
11M: ~ and economy of television as a tool for reachiog basic and 
~ aubjects have been proved by extmJive and exhaustive teSts madt by 
the U.S Army Signal Corpa involving 1~,000 trainen. 
This racarch wu performed fot· ~ 
1\.nny by the Human llesoW'O!J lte-
...m 01iice of Georac Wa.1hirl8000 
UDivemty, Wubinjtoc. D. C. on a 
cootriiCtaei ...... 
(~ bcnrem televi.Uon and 
~ under matched coo-
dit.ioos showtd tbar ~ie'vlSioo &nstruc-
tioA 'tt'U: 
• G••• .,ly .,.. fill«. 
..... .,....,. 1ft. 
_ ........ 
• Pvt:ic\1......, 41fect:fq 
,_ Jo1Nr' aptU'l.ldlt m-
d~Yiduab 
•~ at kut 
u well u regular in-
strvctioo by trainees 
ol alli.Q. ratt.ap. and 
even bauer thae Ngu· 
lar iaatruction by 
tbole wi!h low I.Q.' 1. 
c.o..p..rinc kinrlcopr and reguhu: 
~ unclft marched conditions 
.iDdicated that: 
• k.ioeecope iutructioo 
wu u effecti•1e u 
rerJar ialtruction. 
• Decreues beyoad a 
cenain poi.At in kine-
ec:ope quality "tn"ff. ac-
compaaied by de· 
~in J.miag. 
.. ~ eoq. fOUDIIl ""-' !r.iot-
...... ._ ei'.L1iw '- l'II"N!WtSC a 
~t bdGft .... ~-
!'Nfl ,.,_ & _.., ...... front the t._ tk count h.t beea c~, 
lt'Yfts by ldnacopc were so effective 
that aaita«s acored hif,ber 00 their 
.., ~ me, did immediately &her 
~Nat me coune. 
'The ~ tcore of low t.ptirude 
lftiMa receiving the ocw kinescope 
rniew approached~ of high ap:i-
Ndlt traJoefl fonowing IDrtial UlSttUC-
tilo. 
~ conclusions were rftCbrd 
alcet a •udf of over thrtt months 'WaS 
~ COftl'ing 12,000 traintts at 
Camp GaNoe. Geotp. Ca.mJ'l Gordon 
.... sekctiDd foe me ..ty of the effec-
tiwoesa of eelmaioo foe tneh.in& 
bec::u. it hlod a cbed cirolit facility 
..d ...., ~ it conducted • basic 
tninio4 prosnm 
Por the tests a general b.s.ic tra.ining 
company wa.1 split into n~ro halves of 
equal aptitude by ut.ing buic army 
•pritudc ttma. llepr clauroom in-
structiOG WM UUtbfully duplicated on 
trkvislon: no ~ television 
rechn~s were ~ lllS(1"U(:tors 
were rbe ~ for both rephu and TV 
inltrunion. To apprai8r tbt: ctfecri'Ye-
_.. of fdniUxl ia.~ cna-
,._.d Ia) .., ~ tnt~ 
~ Wft'f:' u•ttd  _. 
OM IDOflCh ""- J!ea'iviftc f1ldt Ct)llll'$1: 
Th~ 14 how:s nt IIUh;ects t~uiht dttr-
iog ~ expenmem wt'a:: map read· 
mg, signal ·~ommunicatiotls, mwes and 
bc.OOy traps, lip madtine gem dc;-
"-<r.SCmbly. dcrlemc ag.ww air and 
armor, military jU~~tice, squad udic~ 
and M-1 riiM htoc"rioning. 
1bese COtl!'llft inv~l a ran~ of 
training IDlttft'iat from si.mpk r~ 
learning to pc-rtotll>llllCt' t~. u~in~ 
such a vule-ty ol mumng taslu msdt 
it pc.urble to determitt<: an:r the dtec · 
oveness of v:~i;;ion wstruction for 
dillerent types of u:r.ining material. 
The leCOnd pert of the Signal 
Cor}» study bad four 8f!neral obj«-
tives: 
• To sor if television 
could be used co 1-k-
cr~ ttai.niR;g rime, but 
&.IJJO mauuaiu ot ; • ..:~w­
~~ .. riW!WS&" 
• To ~nJ TV t:·otining 
mt!'d•och fm~~~ baste :.o 
tC~.hnical subjects. 
• To ~t ~uipmcm such 
as the Tde-Q. 
• To de•elop further cri-
teria for rhe appiicarian 
nf telt'V ision in trainillg. 
This smdy involved 3,000 craintt1 
over a three month period. The same 
system o~ groups matched by aptitu<k 
and wir.h the same in.nructors wu 
nsed. 
The instruction was th<' same for 
both regular and 1V classn. Elec · 
troni<:s, a diftkult coune, was the 
subject, and it usuaHy ~ 4 hou.rs . 
However, i.n cootnst to the first 
test ~ ~ 1V i.nstrunioo was 
merely a faithful televising of the 
c.l.usroom sasion, telnisioo in this 
rest was, in effect, turned looer: visual 
aids, cbe--up pictures of objects, 
superimposirioo of pictura and other 
TV rechniques were UJC<I. 
By using televiaion. tbe four 
~us of instruction time were re-
duced to about two bouts, and the 
effectivenea of tbe t.-ching wu 
either imprc:wed or was the -.me u 
regular instructioo. 
~ u~ of ~ Tele-Q, a dot-vice 
which feed. <>Uttlhe rext or outline of 
~ in.\tnlCtOf's remar!cs ro cue his pre-
M!tlfll>:icxl to hun, was ru,hly S~~CCCS­
flld ~tmc~ •DJttU<'tOn 'll'lickif 
b«amr pro&ill!nr t~n by .w.Ofi 
rht Tek-Q. 
.Rt<!uced to ovc-mmpliticat1oo, these 
rest~ltl Wf"f~ Khteved f->y US;tl~ tUDe 
mOSt ad"·anra.~Jusly and raking ad-
v•:f',tage of tdcvt!>•ol'l's phy~ical advan-
uges for t~ lecwrer or <kmonsrrator. 
First, mareial i.rrelevam to rhc teach 
ing objective of thc lesson was elimi-
nated. Mllterial having to do with 
stating the objectives of tM cours-e was 
cut whf:n ir was found that th;s con-
mbuted imle, if anything, to the end 
resulcs. The Teie-Q reduced wander-
ing remarks ro a minimum. Arulogir:s 
in reachmg material were exci.Y-J 
when it was f0Und that they were irl· 
effective. Q\lestion and answer penods 
were e!1minated and the q:.estlons 
iocorporated imo the direct presema-
tloo of the instructor. Finally, the 
logistiu, a.! the- Sigru.l Corps pms it, 
~ reduced Ill tekvisioo reachin~ 
~im':t: me (';U'MfU IlK{ rilma. f)()( rbe 
1rutru..rot·. do the ~in8 al;out 
ln~uuuon bf'came !!lCr~a~in!\1)' 
aie-rt w tM rime-saving moves; the-y 
were e-ager w improve their reaching 
techmqlii':S whtch un<kr regular con· 
ditions lO!OUid nevt:r have come- under 
such dQIIe Krutiny. 
The halving of reachin~ rime in tht' 
difficult :~ubJeCt of elecrroniC5 ha, wide 
implications, not just for the military·, 
but for regular civilian schooling. 
For the mtlirary, the time saved in 
basic and technical training is most 
impcrt!lP.', for a trainee spt"flds a large 
amount of ti~ in training before the 
army can we him in his specialty. 
With 1V tome of this trainin~ time 
could be reduced. 
Refresher courses, important in the 
miliwy, could be given on kinacopes. 
_______ _,lit ... R~,..._ •• fro• BOfiCATfONAL TBLBVISION NBI'S 
